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o. Introduction

Let M be a conlpact oriel1ted Riemaul1ian manifold of diIllension n. Let
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he a first order elliptic differential operator on M which is formally self-adjoint (with
respect to some Hernlitian fibre metric in S). For the mOlnent suppose that M has no
boundary. Then D is essentially self-adjoint in L2 (M, S) al1d the eta invariant is a non
loeal spectral invariant of D. It was introduced by Atiyah, Patodi and Singer [APS1]. We
recall its definition. Let Aj run over the eigenvalues of D. Then the eta function of D is
defined as

(0.1) '"' sign"\j
T](s, D) = ~ 1,,\ _I" , Re(s) > n.

Aj ~o J
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The series is absolutely converging in the half-plane Re{ s) > n and admits a meromor
phic continuation to the whole camplex plane. The analytic continuation is based on the
following alternative expression for the eta function

(0.2)

It is a nontrivial result that 1] ( s, D) is regular at s = 0 [AP S3], [Gi2]. Then the eta invariant
is defined to be '7(0, D). The eta invariant is a measure of the spectral asymmetry of D. It
arises nattlrally as the boundary correction term in the index theorem for manifolds with
boundary proved by Atiyah, Patodi and Singer [APSI]. We note that this index theorem
can be recovered in lllany different ways. For example, one may glue a half-cylinder 01' a
cone to the boundary of the manifold in question and work in the L 2-setting [ChI], [Me],
[Mü]. This means that the spectral bounclary conditions used in [APSI] are replaced by
the L 2-conditions. It turns out that the L 2-index of the nattlrally extended operator is
closely related to the index of the original boundary value problem.

In this paper we shall study eta illvariants for manifolds with boundary. Thus, we
assume that M has a nonempty boundary Y. There are various posibilities to define eta
invariants for mallifolds with boundary. One way is to introduce boundary conditions.
In [GS], Gilkey anel Smith have studied eta invariants for a certaio restricted class of
elliptic boundary value probleins. The associated closed extensions are, in general, OOD

self-adjoint. For first order operators, however, there exists a natural choice of boundary
conditions whieh gives rise to a self-adjoint extension. These are the speetral boundary
conditions of Atiyah, Patodi and Singer [APSI]. For eompatible Dirae type operators this
approach was used in [DW].

Instead of imposing boundary eonditions one may, for example, glue a eone 01' a
half-eylinder to the boundary of M and consider the eorresponding eta invariant in the
L 2-setting. This may be also viewed as a global bouodal'Y eondition. Eta invariants for
manifolds with eonical singularities were studied by Cheegcr [ChI], [Ch2] for the operator
associated to the signature operator and by Bismut anel Cheeger [BC] for Dirac operators.
In this paper, we shall consider the case were a half-cylinder is attached to the boundary.

We suppose that the Riemamüan metric of M is a proeluct in a neighborhood I x Y
of the boundary. Furthennore, we assume that, on this neighborhood, D takes the form

(0.3)

where , and A satisfy the eonditions (1.2), (1.3). In particular, A is symmetrie. Then
we introduce spectral boundary eonditions as in [APSI]. We use the negative speetral
projection IT_ of A. H J<er A :j:. {O}, the carresponcling extension of D is not self-adjoint.
In this case we proceed as in [DW,pp.162] and pick a unitary involution 0 : Ker A ----+ Ker A
such that 0; = -,0. Under the givell assumptions, such an involution always exists. Let
P_ denote the orthogonal projection anto I<er(0 + Id).The boundary eonditions are then
defined by (II_ + P_)(cplY) = 0, cp E CCO(M, S). The assoeiated closed extension Du is
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self-adjoint and has pure point spectrulu. A similar phenoluena occurs also in the case
of conical singularities [ChI], [Ch2]. One has to iIupose ideal boundary conditions which
corresponds exactly to the choice of a Lagrangian subspace of Ker A. In this context,
Cheeger was the first to consicler this type of boundary conditions.

In §1 we study the spectrum of D(f more closely. It has essentially the same formal
properties as the spectrum of D on a closed manifold. In particular, Weyl's law holds for
the counting function of the eigenvalues ). j of D (f, that is,

#{ ). 11). I< A} Vol(M) ).n
j j - '"'-J(47r)n/2f(n/2+1)

as ). ~ 00 (Corollary 1.22). This enables us to introduce the eta function 1] ( s, D(f) by
the same formula (0.1). The study of the heat equation implies in the same way as in
the closed case that T/(8, D(f) has a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane.
The case of a compatible Dirae type operator (cf. §1 for the defini.tion) was treated in
[DW]. In thiscase 7J (8, D(f) is regular in the half-plane Re(8) > -1. In particular, the eta
invariant of D(f is given by

The question of regularity of 1J(8, D(f) at s = 0 is not completely answered in this paper. In
§2 we study the behaviour of the eta invariant under variations which stay constant near
the boundary. It follows that, for such variations, the residue is a homotopy invariant. This
implies, in particular, that 1](8, D(f) is regular at 8 = 0 for all Dirac type operators. We
also investigate the dependence of the eta invariant on the choice of the unitary involution
G. If Go, GI are two unitary involutions of !(er A anticommuting with i, then we show in
Theorem 2.21 that

This result was proved independently by Lesch and Wojciechowski [LW].

In anology with the closed case one luay expect that eta invariants for manifolds with
boundary shall arise as boundary correction terms in an index theorem for manifolds with
corners. We do not know yet if there exists an appropriate boundary value problem for a
manifold with corners generalizing the APS boundary conditions in the case of a smooth
boundary. One may, however, use the L2-approach to derive such an index formula. For
this purpose we need to study eta invariants within the L2-framework. This means that
we enlarge M by gluing the half-cylinder R+ X Y to the boundary Y of M. If we equip
R+ x Y with the product nletric, then the resulting manifold Z becomes a complete
Riemannian manifold. The operator D has a natural extension to Z and its closure in L 2

will be denoted by V. It is easy to see that V is self-adjoint. Since V has a nontrivial
continuous spectrulu, the eta invariant of V can not be defined in the same way as for
D (f . Instead we cOllsider the kernel E (x, y, t) of V exp - tV2 • In §3 we study this kernel
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and prove that tr E(x, x, t) is absolntely integrable on Z. The integral fz tr E(x, x, t) dx

will be the substitute for Tr(De- tD2
) in (0.2). It has also an interpretation as relative

trace. Namely, consider Da = -r(8/8u + A) as operator in COO(R+ x Y, S). We impose
spectral boundary eonditions at the bottom of the cylinder. The corresponding closure Va
is self-adjoint. Moreover, for t > 0, Vexp -tV2 - Va exp -tV~ is of the trace class and
the following relative trace fornlula holds

(0.4) T1'(Ve- tV' - Voe-tV~) = l t1' E(x,x, t) dx.

In order to be able to define the eta funetion of V using (0.4), we have to study the
asymptotic behaviour of (0.4) as t -+ 0 and t --+ 00. The small time asymptotic follows
essentially from the corresponding loeal heat expansion on a closed manifold and the
explieit description of the heat kerneion the cylinder. To obtain the large time asymptotic
we need sorne results abont the speetral decoluposition of V which we recall in §4. Ta study
the continuous spectrum we may regal"cl V as a p·erturbation of Va and apply standard
techniques of scattering theory. It follows that the wave operators W ±(V,Va) (cf. (4.8)
for their definition) exist and are complete. Thus, the absolutely continuous part of V
is unitarily equivalent to Va. Moreover, the scattering operator C = W+ 0 W_ is well
defined. Let C(A), A E R, be the corresponding scattering matrix detenuined by the
spectral decomposition of C with respect to the spectral measure of Va. Let Il j run over
the eigenvalues of A and denote by [(tlj) the Ilj-eigenspace of A. For'\ E R, C('\) is a
unitary operator in ffill~<>'2t(llj)' Let Jll > 0 be the smallest positive eigenvalue of A. If

J

1,\1 < J.ll, then C(,\) aets in Ker A. It admits an al1alytic continnation to a meromorphie
flilletion of ,\ E ~l = C - « -00, -Ill] U [J.ll' 00» with values in the linear operators in
!{er A. Moreover, C('\) satisfies the following functional equation

(0.5) C( -t\) C('\) = Id, I C('\) = -C('\) 'Y, 'Y E El .

In §5 we determine the large tilue asYluptotic of (0.4). The lnain result is Corollary 5.16
which states that

(0.6) 1 1 !olll :2tr E(x, x, t) dx = -- '\e- t >. Tr(1 C(-,\) C'(,\») d'\ + O(e-ct
)

Z 27r a

for t 2:: 1. Here C'(z) = (8/8z)C(z). In fact, we expect a more general formula to be true.
Observe that the scatteril1g matrix C('\) is real analytic at all real points ,\ which do not
belong to Spec(A). Denote by C'(,\) the derivative of C('\) at A rt Spec(A). We claim that
the following relative traee formula holds

Here the ,\js are running over the eigenvalues of V. Formula (0.6) would then be an
immediate consequence of this traee fonnula.
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(0.7)

Since C(A) is analytic, this formula leads to an asymptotic expansion of fz tr E(x, x, t) dx
as t --+ 00. The coefficients of this expansion are determined by the scattering matrix.
They are nonlocal in contrast to the coefficients occurring in the asymptotic expansion for
t --+ O.

Based on these results, we introduce in §6 the eta function .,.,(8, V). If Dis a compatible
Dirac type operator, then ""(8, V) is regular at 8 = 0 and the eta invariant is given by

,/(0, V) = ~100

r l
/

2 Ltr E(x, x, t) dx dt.

One of our main goals is to compare the two types of eta invariants studied in this paper.
First note that, by (0.5), T = G(O) is a unitary involution of I(er A which anticommutes
with,. In particular, we may use T to define the boundary conditions for D. There is
also an equivalent description in terms of Lagrangian subspaces of Ker A. Observe that
I<er A has a natural sYlnplectic structure defined by ~(x, y) = (,x, y) where (x, y) denotes
the L2 inner pl'oduct of x, y EKel' A. Then L = I(er(G(O) - Id) is a Lagrangian subspace,
that is, it satisfies LEB,L = Kel' A and ~ (L, L) = O. FUl'thermol'e, giyen 1> E Ker A, there
is associated a generalized eigensection E(</>,)..) of D (cf. §4). If 1> E L then <p = !E(</>,O)
satisfies D<p = 0 and, on R+ X Y, it has the fonn </> + 'l/J where'l/J is square integrable. In
particulal', <p =1= O. In other wOl'ds, 1> is the lilniting value of an extended L2-so1ution of
D<p = 0 in the sense of [APS1]. It follows from Lemma 8.5 that L is precisely the subspace
of alilimiting values of extended solutions. Thus, the continuous spectrum of V gives rise
to a distinguished choice of an involution U of !(er A - the on-shell scattering matrix G(O)
- 01', equivalently, to a distinguished Lagl'angian subspace of I(er A. Dur main result cau
then be stated as follows

Theorem 0.1. Let D : Goo(M,5) --+ Coo(M,5) be a compatible Dirac type operator
wbicb, on a neigbborbood I x Y ofY, takes tbe form (0.3). Let C()") : I<er A --+ Ker A be
the associated scattering Inatrix in tlle range 1,\1 < J.ll and put T = G(O). Then we have

1](0, D T ) = 17(0, V).

In part II we shall elnploy this fOl'mula to prove a splitting fonnula for eta invariallts.

To prove Theorem 0.1, we pick a > 0 and consider the manifold Mo. = MU([O, a] x V).
The operator D has a nahual extension D(a) to a compatible Dirac type operator on Mo.. It
follows from the variational formulas of §2 that 17 (0, D(a) T ) is independent of a. Therefore,
it is sufficient to show that linlo. _ 00 17 (0, D(a )T) = 1](0, V). To establish this result, we
follow partially the approach used by Douglas and Wojciechowski [DW]. Namely, we start
out with formula (0.2) and split the integral as follows

(v'ä + Joo.
10 v'ä

In §7 we prove that, as a --+ 00, the first integral converges to .,.,(0, V). To deal with
the second integral, we write Tr(D(a)Te-tD(a)~) as SI(a, t) + 52 (a, t) where SI is the
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contribution to the trace given by all eigenvalues .\(a) satisfying 1.\(a)1 > a- K for some
o< K, < 1. Then it is easy to see that f~SI (a, t) dt tends to zero as a -+ 00. It remains to

study the behaviour of f~ S2(a, t) dt as a -+ 00. This is done in §8. H Ker A == {O}, then
the continuous spectrum of V has a gap at 0 which implies that the nonzero eigenvalues
of D(a)n_ stay bounded away from zero and the proof is finished. This ease was studied
in [DW]. The diffieult part is the ease when Ker A f. {O}. Then the eontinuous speetrum
of V has no gap at zero and eigenvalues of D(a)T will cluster at zero if a -+ 00. The erux
of the argument is to show that the nonzero spectrum of D(a)T beeomes asymptotieally
symmetrie near zero and therefore, cancels out in the limit a -+ 00. Let 'P =f 0 be an
eigensection of D(n)T with eigenvalue ..\. On [0, a] X Y, 'P takes the following form

'P == e-i>'u tP+ + e i >,u1/J_ + <PI

where 1/J± E Ker A, ,1/J± == ±i tP± and 'PI (tl, .) is orthogonal to Ker A for each u E [0, a].
We eall

'Po == e-i>'utP+ + ei>.u.,p_

the eonstant tenn of 'P. In Proposition 8.14 we show that there exist ao, b > 0 such that, for
a ~ ao and 0 < lAI< b, the eonstaut term of<p is nonzero. Thus, the eigensections of D(a)T
with sufficiently slnall nonzero eigenvalues are determined by their constaut terms. We
eontinue by investigating the properties of the constant terms. Write tP+ as tP+ == 4> - i,4>
where 4> E Ker(G(O) - Id). Associated to 4> there is a generalized eigenseetion E( 4>, z) of V
with eigenvalue zER. The Inain observation is that the constant term of 'P differs from
the constant term of E(4>,'\) by a term whose norm is exponent.ially small as a -+ 00. The
eonstant term of E( 4>,"\) has the form

e-i>'u.,p+ + ei>'u C(,.\)t/J+.

Therefore, the constant term of 'P satisfies

(0.8)

Let L _ == !(er(C (0) + !d) and denote by P_ the orthogonal proj ection of !(er A onto L _ .
Let I : L_ -+ !(er(, - i) be defined by I( 4» == 4> - i,4>. Then we consider the linear
operator

S("\) == P_ 0 C("\) 0 I

aeting in L_. It follows from (0.8) that the function of z, det( e2iza S(z) +!d), has a real zero
p such that Ip -"\1 < e-ca

• Moreover, the multiplicity of the eigenvalue .\ can be estimated
by the multiplicity of p. Then we study more closely the real zeros of det(e2 i.tas(z) + Id)
near z == O. The final result, Theorenl 8.32, shows that, up to exponentially small tenns,
we may replaee the slnall eigenvalues by the real zeros of det (e2 iza S (z) + !d) near z = O.
Since S("\) satisfies

it follows then that the nonzero spectrum of D(a)T is indeed asymptotically symmetrie
near zero.
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1. Eta Invariants for Manifolds with Boundary

Let M be a eompaet oriented COO Riemannanian manifold of dimension n with smooth
boundary 8M = Y. We shall assume that the Riemannian metrie of M is a produet near
the boulldary.

Let S -. M be a eOluplex veetor bundle over M equipped with a Hermitian fibre
metrie whieh is also a product near the boundary. Let COO(M, S) denote the space of
smooth seetions of Sand Cgo(M, S) the subspace of COO(M, S) consisting of all sections
with support eontained in the interior of M. Given 5, s' E COO(M, S), let (8, s') denote
the inner produet of s, s' defined by the fihre metrie of S and the Riemannian metric of
M. By L2(M, S) we shall denote the completion of Cgo(M, S) with respect to this inner
product. Let

be a linear first order differential operator on M which is formally self-adjoint, that is,
D satisfies (Ds, s') = (s, Ds') for all s, s' E Cgo(M, S). We assume that, in a collar
neighborhood (-}, 0] x Y of the boundary, D takes the form

(1.1)

where 'Y : SIY --+ SIY is a bundle isomorphisln and

A : COO(Y, SIY) --+ COO(Y, SIY)

is an elliptie operator on Y satisfying

(1.2)

and

(1.3)

,2 = _ Id, ,. = _,

A, = -,A, A'" = A.

Here A'" means the fornlal adjoint" of A. Thus, A is symmetrie. Examples of such operators
are Dirac type operators.

Sinee Y is closed, A is essentially self-adjoint and has pure point spectrum. Let <P

be an eigensection of A with eigenvalue J-l. By (1.3), ,4> is also an eigenseetion of A with
eigenvalue -J1.. Thus, the non-zero spectnllu of A is symmetrie.

If we regard D as an unbounded operator in L2 (M, S) with domain Cgo(M, S), then
D is sYlumetrie. To obtain a self-adjoint extension of D : Cgo(M, S) --+ L2(M, S) oue
has to introduce botmdary conditions. Appropriate boundary conditions are the speetral
bOtmdary conditions introduced by Atiyah, Patodi and Singer [APSl]. Let ft+ (resp.
IT_) denote the orthogonal projeetion of L2 (y, S!Y) onto the subspace spanned by the
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eigenseetions of A with positive (resp. negative) eigenvalues. Note that the following
equality holds:

(lA)

If Ker A =j:. {O}, then the boundary eonditions defined by fI± are not self-adjoint. In this
ease we proceed as in [DW,pp.162]. By (1.3), , induces a map of Ker A into itself whieh
we also denote by ,. We Inake the following

Assumption. There exi~ts a 'U,1l,itary involution

(1.5) a : Ker A --+ Ker A with a, = -'G.

As we shall see in Proposition 4.26, this assumption is always satisfied. Let L± denote
the ±l-eigenspaces of (7. Then we have an orthogonal splitting

(1.6)

with

(1.7)

In partieular, I(er A is even-dilllensional. We consider a special ease. Let SlY = S+ ffi S
be the splitting of SIY into the ±i-eigenspaces of,. In view of (1.3), we obtain operators

If Dis a Dirae type operator, it follows from Theorem 3 of [Pa, Chap. XVII] that Iod A+ =
O. Thus, we get an orthogonal splitting

I(er A = Ker A+ EB Ker A_

and dirn Ker A+ = dilll Ker A_. Using this spitting one may construct involutions a as in
(1.5).

Let a be such an involution anel let PI:. denote the orthogonal projection of L 2(y, SIY)
outo L±. Put

(1.8)

Note that the following equality holels

(1.9) -,IIf., = Iel - IIf. = II~.

Let H 1 (M, S) denote the first Sobolev space. Put

(1.10) dOlll(Du ) = {cp E H 1(M, S) I II~(cplY) = O}

8



and define D(1 : clOIU(D(1) ~ L2 (M, S) by D(1r.p = Dr.p where, on the right hand side,
derivations are taken in the sense of distributions. If I(er A = {O}, there is only one
involution. In this ease we shall write Dn_ in plaee of D(1'

Lemma 1.11. The operator D(1 is essentially self-adjoint.

Proof. Let

(1.12) GOCJ(M, Sj rr:.) = {cp E GOCJ(M, S) I II~(cpIY) = O}.

Then we may eonstruet a two-sided parametrix

for D(1 in the same way as in [APSl,p.54]. Thus DR - Id and RD - Id are smoothing
operators and the lemlua follows by standard arguments. Q.E.D.

Now we shall study the heat operator exp -tD;. For this purpose we first eonsider the
heat equation on the half-eylinder X = R + x Y. Let 1T : X -.. Y be the eanonieal projeetion
and Sx = 1r*(SIY). Let D X : GOCJ(Sx) -.. GOCJ(Sx) be defined by D X = i(8/8u + A).
Then nX : Ggo(Sx) -.. L 2 (Sx) is sYlumetric and, if we inlpose boundary conditions by
rr~(cp(O, .)) = 0, we obtain a self-adjpoint extension D;. Let el,l'T be the kernel of the
heat operator exp -t(D;)2. Then el,l'T is a sluoot.h kernel whieh sat.isfies

It ean be given by an explicit formula. Let cPj, JEN, be an orthonormal basis for Ran(II'+)
eonsisting of eigensections of A with eigenvalues 0 :::; JL] :::; JL2 :::; • ". Then we have

(1.13)

where elfe is the eOIupleIuentary error funetion defined by

()
2 {OO _u2

erle x = ..Ji Jx e du.

9



Let M = M U -M be the double of M. Then Sextends to a bundle S over M. Because
of (1.1), D has a natural extension to an elliptic operator iJ : Coo(S) --+ Coo(S). Let €2

denote the restrietion to M of the fundamental solution of a/ßt + iJ2. Then a parametrix
€a for the kernel K a of exp -tD; is obtained by patching tagether €1 ,a and e2 as in [APS1,
p.55]. More precisely, let p(a, b) denote an increasing- Coo function of the real variable u,
such that p = 0 for 'lL :s; a and p = 1 for u ;::: b. Suppose the metric of M is a product on
the collar neighborhood (-1, 0] x Y of Y. We define foul' Coo functions 4>1, 4>2, tPl' tP2 by

(1.14)
4>1 = p( -1, -5/6), 1/11 = p( -4/6, -3/6)

4>2 = 1 - p( -2/6, -1/6), 1/12 = 1 -1/;1'

We regard these functions of u as functions on the cylinder [-1,0] x Y and then exterid
them to M in the obvious way. Then we put

(1.15)

This is a paranletrix for the heat kernel !(a and !(a is obtained from €a as usually by a
convergent series of the fonn

(1.16)
00

!(a = €a + L (-1)m cm * €a,
m=1

where * denotes convolt1 tion of kerneis , Cl = (8/8t + D2)€a and Cm = Cm -1 * Cl, m 2: 2.
It follows from (1.16) that, for t > 0, ](a is a Coo kernel which differs from e,y- by an
exponentially small tenn as t --+ O.

Lemma 1.17. (i) Tlle operators exp -tD; and Da exp -tD; are of the trace dass for
t > O.

(ii) As t --+ 0, tllere exist asynlptotic expansions

(1.18)

and

(1.19)

00

Tr(€-tD;) rv L aj(Da) tU- n)/2

}=O

00

Tr(Da€-tD;) rv L bj(Da) tU- n - l }/2.

j=O

(iii) There exist local densities nj(Du )(x) allel bj(Da )(x) such that

aj(D,,) = Laj{D,,)(x) and bj(D,,) =Lbj(D,,)(x).

10



The loeal densi ties ai (Der)(x ), bj ( Der )(x) are polynomials in the jets oE the total symbol
oE Der witb eoefIieiellts wllich are smooth Eunctions oE tbe leading symbol. Moreover,
bi (Der ) = 0 iE j is evell.

Proof. Sinee, for t > 0, J{a(x, y, t) is a smooth kernel, it follows that exp -tD; and
Da exp -tD; are Hilbert-Sehmidt operators. Employing the semi-group property, we get
(i). Furthermore, we have

(1.20)

and

(1.21)

Tr(e-lD~) = 1M tr K,,(x, x, t) dx

For the asymptotie expansion, we may replace J{a by its parametrix eao The asymptotie
behaviour of ~ -1,0] xY tr el (X, X, t) dx cau be studied explicitely by using (1.13). For the
interior parametrix we use the loeal heat expansion. This implies (1.18). Furthermore,
(1.15) implies that

1 a"
tr(,(-a + A) el ((u, y), (v, v), t) I _)dy = 0

y u u-v

and, by Lemma 1.7.7. of [Gi1], there exists a loeal expansion of the form

<Xl

tr(Dxe2(:c, y, t)lx=y) '" L ci(x) t(i-u-1)/2

j=O

as t ~ O. This proves (1.19). Q.E.D.

By Lemma 1.17, (i), Da has pure point speetrum. Let··· ~ Ai ::; )..i+1 ~ ... be the
eigenvalues of Da where each eigenvalue is repeated accordiug to its multiplicity. Consider
the eounting function

N()..) = #{)..j I [)..il ~ )..}, ).. 2: O.

Applying a standard Tauberian theorelll to (1.18), we get

Corollary 1.22. As A -40 00, Olle lIas

N()..) - Vol(M) )..U ()..n)
- (47r) u /2 r( I + 1) + 0 .

Therefore, we eau illtroduce the corresponding zeta and eta function. Let

(1.23) ((s,D cr ) = L I)..j[-",
,\j ;tO

11



and

(1.24) .,.,(s,Du ) = L signAj IAj]-".
.\r#'O

By Corollary 1.22, both sides are absolutely eonverging in the half-plane Re(8) > n. Let
h = dim Ker(Du ). Then, by Mellin transform, we obtain

(1.25)

and

(1.26) 1 100

211(S D ) = t( .. -1)/2Tr(D e-tD,,) dt.
,u (8+1) ar -- 0

2

By Leluma 1.17, these integrals are absolutely convergent for Re(s) > n and admit mera
morphie eontinuations to C. For eompat.ible Dirae type operators (see below) this was
established in [DW]. Thus, ((s, Da) and 11(S, Da) are meromorphie funetions of sEC.
The poles ean be det.ernlined fronl the corresponding asymptotie expansions (1.18) aod
(1.19). Of partieular interest is the behaviour at s = O. The zeta function «( s, Du) is
always regular at s = 0 and ((0, Du) = (ln(Du) - h. The eta funetion ""(8, Du) has a
simple pole at s = 0 with

(1.27)

By Lemma 1.17, (iii), the residue is zero for n even. Now suppose that n is odd. We shall
not study the behaviour of the residue in general, hut only diseuss this question for the
ease of an operator of Dirne type. We briefly recall the definition of such an operator (cf.
[GL], [BG]).

Let Clif(M) = Clif(TM) be the eOlnplexified Clifford algebra bundle over M. The
Riemannian metrie alld eonnection of TM ean be naturally extended to Clif(M). Let S
be a eomplex veetor bundle over M. A Clif(M) module stnlcture on S is a unital algebra
morphism

v : Clif(M) --+ End(S).

A vector bundle S with a Clif(M) module strueture is called a Clifford bundle over M if
it is equipped with a Hennitian fihre llletric and a unitary connection \7 such that

(i) For each unit veetor e E Tx lvJ, the lnodule multiplieation e : Sz -t Sz is an isometry.

(ii) \7v . O.

A eonneetion on S which satisfies (ii) is called compatible. Note that V" is compatible
iff for all </> E Coo(Clif(M)) and 'l/J E Coo(S) the following relation holds

\7(</>'l/J) = 4>\7(t/;) + (\74»tjJ.

12



We shall assume that the fibre metrie and the connection of S are also products near the
boundary.

If S is a Clifford bundle there is a natural first order elliptic differential operator
D : COO(S) --+ COO(S) associated to S whieh is defined as the composition

Here the second arrow is defined by the Rlemannian metrie of M and the third arrow
by the Clif(M) module strueture of S. This is the Dirae operator attached to Sand,
following [BG], we call D a compatible Dirae type operator. Let Xl, ... , X n denote a loeal
orthonormal frame field. Then D ean be written as

n

D=LXk'~Xk'
k=l

Let 1/J E COO(End(S)). Then we eall

DtP=D+1/J

an operator of Dirac type. First eonsider a cOlupatible operator D of Dirae type. Reeall
that the eoefficients of the asYluptotic expansion (1.19) are cOlupletely determined by the
interior parauletrix e2' Therefore, we ean apply Theorem 3.4 of [BG] and get

Proposition 1.28. Let D be a cOlllpatible operator of Dirac type.

(a) If j is evell, tllen bj(D et ) = O.

(b) If n is evell, tben bj (D et ) = 0 for a1l j.

(e) If j :::; n, tl1ell bj(Du ) = O.

By (1.26), this implies

Corollary 1.29. Let D be a conlpatible operator of Dirac type. Then 1](S, D(1) is halo
lllorphic in the 11a1f-plalle R,e(s) > -2. Mareover, the eta invariant 7](0, Du) i~ given
by

(1.30)

This result was also proved in [DW]. In the next seetion we shall continue with the
investigation of the residues of the eta funetion for general Dirac type operators.

Suppose that n = 2k, k E N, and D is a cOlupatible Dirae type operator. Consider
the standard involution T : S --+ S defined by

13



where el, ... , e2k is a loeal tangent frame field. Then we have

(1.31 ) TD = -DT anel TA = AT.

Henee, T commutes with the speetral projeetions IT± and induces a map T : Ker A ~ Ker A.
Suppose that the involution (1.5) satisfies TU = aT. Tq.en T also eommutes with II±.
Therefore, by (1.31), we obtain TDa = -DtrT. This implies that the speetrum of Dtr ia
symmetrie and, henee, the eta funetion vanishes identieally. In particular, this is the case
if I(er A = {O}. Thus, the interesting ease ia the odd-dimensional one.

14



2. Variation of Eta Invariants

In this section we shall study the behaviour of the eta invariant under variation of the
operator and the boundary conditions. We first study the case where the boundary condi
tions are held fixed. This means that the operator D remains constant near the boundary
and the involution (1 of Ker A is not varied. As above, we assume that all metrics and
connections are products near the boundary.

Proposition 2.1. Let D v be a Coo one-parameter Eamily 01 lormally selE-adjoint elliptic
first order differential operators Oll M. Suppose that, on a collar neighborbood (-1, 0] x Y,
D v is given by

with , and A independent oE v anel satisEying (1.2), (1.3). Let (1 be a unitary involution
oEKer A as in (1.5). Let B v = (Dv)lT be tbe selE-adjoillt extension oE Dv denned by (1 and
put Bv = (d/dv)Bv. Then

Proof. The operators D v act on smooth sections of a fixed vector bundle S. However,
the fibre metrie of S and the Rienlannian lnetric of M may depend on v and, therefore,
the inner produet in COO(M, S) may depent on v. In any case, the corresponding Hilbert
spaces L2(M, S)v have equivalent nonns. Hence, the trace fuuetional is independent of
v [La, p.161]. Moreover, by our assl.llnptions, the domains of the operators B v agree
as topologieal veetor spaces. Henee, we may regard B II as a one-parameter family of
linear operators in a fixed Hilbert space L2 (M, S)o with domain independent of v. Thus,
Bv = dBv/dv is well-defined and

(2.2)

To determine the derivative of the heat operator with respect to the parameter v, we
proceed as in [Me]. Weuse the identity

(2.3)

Since the initial eondition is independent of v, we ean use DuhaInel's principle tü solve
(2.3). This leads to

(2.4)

15



Using (2.4) and the traee identities, we get

a B'J . B'J a . B'JTr(B _e- t v) = -2tTr(B B 2e- t v) = 2t-Tr(B e- t v)vDv v v 8t v .

Q.E.D.

Let Kv(x, y, t) be the kernel of exp -tB~. Then it follows in the same way as in the
proof of Lemma 1.17 that

where Dv = (d/dv)D v is a first order differential operator. If we elnploy Lemma 1.7.7 of
[Gil], it follows that, as t -4 0, there exists an asymptotie expansion of the fonn

(2.5)
00

Tr(Blle-tB~) '" L Cj(v) t(j-n-l)/2.

j=O

The eoefficients Cj(v) are again loeal in the sense that there exist densities Cj(v, x) such
that Cj(v) = IM Cj(v, x).

Proposition 2.6. Let tlle a...~slJlnptions be tlle same as in Proposition 2.1. Moreover,
suppose tbat diln Ker( B v) is cons tan t. Tllell, for Re( s) > n, we have

(2.7) D ( B) s [0
00

t(~-l)/2 Tr(Bve-tB~)dv.
8v 71 s, v = - rC; 1) in

Tbe integral is absolutely convergillg.

Proof. We follow the proof of Proposition 8.39 in [Me]. Let Re(s) > n and T > O. Using
Proposition 2.1, (2.5) and integration by parts, we obtain

(2.8)

Let Hv be the orthogonal projection of L2 (M, S)v onto !{er B v ' Sinee dirn Ker(Bv) is
eonstant, Hv depends smoothly on v. By t.he self-adjointness of B v, we have BvHv 
HvBv = 0 and, therefore,

B II = (Id - Hv)Bv(Id - Hv)'

This implies

1G



Since 1I (Id - H v ) exp -tB~ II~ e- te for some c = c(v) > 0, it follows that

ITt(Bve-tB~)I~ Cl e- te1 .

If we pass to the lilnit T ---+ 00, the first term on the fight hand side of (2.8) vanishes and
the proposition follows. Q.E.D.

By (2.5), the integral on the right hand side of (2.7) admits a meromorphic continua
tion to C. At 8 = 0 it has a siluple pole with residue equal to 2cn (v). This implies

Corollary 2.9. Let tlle assulllptions be as in Proposition 2.6. Then (8/8v)1](8,B v ) is
bolomorphic at 8 = 0 with

where cn(v) is tbe n-tll coefficiellt in the as)"lnptotic expculsion (2.5).

Now observe that the poles of 7](8, B v ) are located at 8 = n - j, JEN. In particular,
poles stay separated cluring adeformation. Since (a/ Dv )1] (8, B tl) is holomorphic near 8 = 0,
it follows that Res ..=o7](8, B v ) is independent of v. We shall now extend this result to the
case when dirn I<er(B v ) is not necessarily constant.

To study 1](8, B v ) near v = 0 we pick cER not an eigenvalue of ±Bo. By continuity
it is not an eigenvalue of auy ±Bv for lvi< C. Let Pe denote the orthogonal projection
of L2(M, S)v onto the subspace spanned by all eigensections with eigenvalue A satisfying
lAI< c. Put

(2.10)

Then, for lvI< c, B~ is invertible and depends S11100thly on v. Since Pe has finite rank,
the eta function is also definecl for B~ anel

7](8, B v ) = 7](8, B~) + L signAj IAjl-" - Tt(Pc ).

l>'j l<c

ThUS 7] (8, Bv) and 1] ( 8, B:,) differ by an entire function. In particular, 1] ( 8, B v) and 1](8, B~ )
have the same residue at 8 = 9. Furthennore, the proofs of Propositions 2.1 and 2.6 work
for B~ as weil. In fact, the praof of (2.7) siluplifies because n:, is invertible. Thus

(2.11 ) ~'7(8 B') = _ 8 (OO t( .. -l)/2 Tr(iJ' e-t(B~)2) dv
Dv 'v (8 +1) J0 vr -- 0

2

for Re(8) > n. Since Ptl is a finite rank operator, it is easy to see that
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as t -+ O. Together with (2.5) it follows that the integral on the right hand side of (2.11)
admits a meromorphic eontinuation to Re(s) > -1. Moreover, it has a simple pole at
s = 0 with residue 2cn (v) where cn ( v) is the eorresponding coeffieient in (2.5). Therefore,
(a/av)7](s,B~) is holomorphic at s = 0 and

This implies

Corollary 2.12. Let tbe assumptions be the same as in Proposition 2.1. Then tbe residue
oE 7](s, B u ) at 8 = 0 eIoes not depend on v.

Proof. As explained above, we have

Res 7](s, B u ) = Res 1J(s, B~) .
..=0 ..=0

Moreover, poles of 1J(s, B~) may only oecur at s = n - j, JEN. Let, C C be the circle of
radius 1/2 with center at O. Then (a/av)1J(s, B~) is holomorphic in the interior of, and,
therefore,

aa Res 71(S, B~) = 2
1 .1 aa 71(8, B~) ds = O.

v ..=0 trI I V

Q.E.D.

Thus Res8=0 .,,( s, D(1) is a homotopy invariant of D (1 •

As an applieation we eonsider a compatible Dirae type operator D : COO(M, S) -+

COO(M,S) whieh, on (-1,0) x Y, takes the forn1 (1.1). Let"p E COO(End(S)) be such
that "p* ="p. Moreover suppose that, on (-1,0) x Y, 1/J satisfies (a/ Du )'ljJ(1L, y) = 0 and
,1/; = -7/)"y. Put DtP = n +1/;. Then DtP is formally self-adjoil1t and, near Y, it takes the
form (1.1). Let X E COO(R) be such that X(u) = °for u ~ -1 and X(u) = 1 for u ;::: -1/2.
We regard X as a function on (-1, 0] x Y in the obvious way and then extend it by zero
to a smooth funetion on M. For vER, put

iJt = D + v(l - X)1f; + x'IjJ·

Then Dt is a one-paraIneter fan1ily of Dirae type operators whieh satisfy the assumptions
of Proposition 2.1. Let a be a unitary involution of I(er A as in (1.5). In view of Cqrollary
2.12, the residue at s = 0 of 7]( s, (n tP )(1) equals the residue at s = 0 of 1](s, (nt)(1) whieh is
detennined by the eoefficient bn((Dt)cr) of the asYluptotie expansion (1.19). Sinee D is a

compatible Dirae type operator the correspol1ding loeal density bn (x, (nt)(1) has support
in (-1,0] x Y. Therefore, in order to determine bn , we may replace M by the half-eylinder
R - x Y. Let S be the pullbaek of SIY to R - x Y and let iJ = ,(a/Du+A)+X"p regarded as
operator in COO(R- x Y, S). Here,(a/au +A) is the expression for D on (-1,0] x Y. Let
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.(i., E COO(End(S)) be defined by .(i.,(u, y) = ,p(O, y), Y E Y. Note that .(i., satisfies,.(i., = -.(i.".
For vER, put

Thus Do = D. Moreover, on (-1,0] x Y, we have Du = ,(818u. + A). We use rr~,

defined with respect to .4., to introduce spectral boundary conditions. Let (bv)u be the
corresponding self-adjoint extension in L 2 • Now we observe that Lemma 3.9, Proposition
3.11 and 3.12 apply in the present case as weil. This implies that the integral

is absolutely convergent 8Jld has an asymptotic expansion as t ~ O. For v = 0, the
coefficient of t- I / 2 equals our bn above. Furthermore, if we proceed as in the proof of
Proposition 2.1, it follows that

8 r " (. )2 a r "( ~ )2
8u lz tr(Dv)u.e- t

Du <'"(x, x)) dx = (1 + 2t at) lz tr((I- X(x)),p(x) e- t
Du <'"(x,x)) dx.

Since ,X anticomrnutes with ~(x) and 'x 0 exp -t(bv)~(x,x) = exp -t(bv);(x, x) o,x
it follows that the right hand side vanishes. This irnplies that (818v )bn (v) = o. But
bn(l) = o. Thus bn =0 and we proved

Proposition 2.13. Let D : COO(M, S) --+ COO(M, S) be al]y Dirac type operator which
satisfies (1.1). Let Du be a self-adjoint extension defined by some unitary involution (1.5).
Then 7](8, Du) is regular at 8 = O.

Let D v be a Sillooth one--paralneter fanlily of Dirac type operators such that, on
(-1,0] x Y, Dv = ,(Blau + A) with "A independent of v and satisfying (1.2), (1.3).
Let (J be any unitary involution of J<er A a.s in (1.5). Put B v = (Dv)u. Then 1](8, Bv) ~s

holomorphic at s = O. However, if eigenvalues cross zero, 7](0, B v ) is not smooth in v, hut
has integer jUlnps. Let

(2.14)

be the reduced eta invariant which takes values in R/Z. If B:, is defined as in (2.10), it is
dear that 17(0, B v ) =17(0, B~). USillg our results above, we get

Proposition 2.15. (i) Tlle reduced eta invariant 1](0, B v ) is a slnooth function of v and

(ii) H dirn Ker(Bv ) is constaJlt, tllen 7](0, B v ) is smootll aJld

cl 2
dv 77(0, B I, ) = - J1T cn(v).
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Here Cn ( v) is detennined by tlle asymptotic expansion (2.5). Moreover, tbere exists a
density cn(x; v) wllich is loca11y computable from tbe jets of the complete symbole of Dv

sudl that en ( v) = JM cn(x; v).

We shall now diseuss two applieations of our variational formulas. Let D be a Dirac
type operator on 1\1 whieh satisfies (1.1)-(1.3). Let a ~ 0 and set

M a = M U ([0, a] X Y).

The bunelle S can be extended in the obvious way to a vector bundle Sa over M a and D
has a natural extension to a Dirac type operator D(a) aeting in Coo(Ma, Sa) which has
the same properties as D = D(O). Let a be a unitary involution of Ker A as in (1.5). Let
D(a)(T be the self-aeljoint extension of D(a) : Cgo(Ma, Sa) -+ L2 (Ma, Sa) defined above.

Proposition 2.16. Tlle eta invariant 1](0, D(Cl)(T) is independent oE a.

Proof. First we shaH show that dilll KerD(a)(T is independent of a. Let c.p E Ker D(a)(T'
This is equivalent to say that c.p E Coo(Sa) satisfies

(2.17) D(a)c.p = ° and II~ (c.pl( {(l} X Y)) = 0.

Let cPj, JEN, be an orthonornlal basis for Ran(II+) consisting of eigenseetions of A with
eigenvalues 0 ::; ILI ::; IL2 ::; •• '. In view of (2.17), we lnay expand c.p1([0, a] X Y) in tenns of
the cP{

00

c.p(u,Y) = Le-,ljUcPj(Y).
j=1

Let a' > Cl. Then c.p can be extencled in the obvious way t.o cj; E I<er D(a')(T and the
map c.p l-+ cj; defines an isolllorphislu of Ker D(a)(T onto !(er D(a')(T' Next, observe that
there exists a slnooth faluily of diffeolll0rphis1l1S la : (-1,0) --t (-1, a) whieh satisfies the
following properties

fa(u) = U for u E (-1, -2/3) and fa(u) = U + a for 1L E (-1/3,0].

Let tPa : (-1,0] x Y --t (-1, a] x Y' be elefined by tPa (1/" y) = (fa (1t), y) anel extend 'if;a
to a diffeomorphislu 'if;a : M --t A1a in the canonical way, i.e., "pa is the identity on
M - (( -1,0) x Y). Thel'e is also a bundle isomorphislu (;a : S --t Sa which covers "pa. This
induces an isoluorphislll 1/J: : COO(Ma, Sa) --t COO(M, S). Let D(a) = "p; 0 D(a) 0 ("p;)-l.
Then D(a) is a fanlily of Dirae type operators on A1 anel D(n) = ,ca/au + A) near Y.
Furthenuore, D(a)(T = 1j;~ 0 D(a)(T 0 ('if;;)-l. Henee

17(S, D(a)(T) = 1J(s, D(a)(T) and "p:(I<el' D(a)(T) = I<el' D(a)(T,

In particular, dinl Kel' D(a)(T is constant and we can apply Proposition 2.15, (ii), which
glves

d 2
-1 17(0, D(a)cr) = - J::" cn(a).
(a y1T
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Now let S~ be the circle of radius 2a, 7l'" : S~ X Y -+ Y the natural projection and Sa =
71'·(SIY). We define Da : COO(Sa) -+ COO(Sa) by Da = ,ca/au +A). Since cn(a) is locally
computable, it follows in the salne way as above that

But a direct eomputation shows that the spectrum of Da is symmetrie. Henee 7}(8, Da) = 0
and, therefore, cn(a) = O. Q.E.D.

Next we shall stndy the dependenee of the eta invariant 7}(O, D tT ) on the ehoiee of t7. This
question was independelltly settled by Lesch and Wojeieehowski [LW]. Following [LW], we
pick a self-adjoillt endolnorphism T of !(er(,- Id) such that e2rriT = uoulIKer(,- Id) and
-71' < T:::; 71', i.e., T = 2~i 10g(uOuIIKer(,- Id)). We extend T to KerA by putting T = 0
on I(er(, + Id). Let pv = e2rri !!T and put

This is a one-parameter family of unitary involutions of I(er A whieh anticommute with 1
and eonnects Uo to Ul' In order to study the variation of the eta invariant of D tTv we have
to transfonn the faIuily D tTv into oue with fixed dOlnain. This ean be done as follows. Let
f E COO(R) be such that J(u) = 1 for -1/3 < tl and J(u) = 0 for tl < -2/3. Note that, by
Fubini's theorenl, we may iclcntify L 2 ( [-1,0] x Y, S) with L 2 ( [-1,0]; L2

( SjY)). Therefore,
we may regard L 2

( [ -1, 0] j I(er A) as a closed snbspaee of L 2 ( M, S). With respect to this
identifieation, we clefine a one-paraIuet.er fauüly UII , 0 :::; v :::; 1, of unitary operators in
L 2 (M, S) as folIows: Set Uv = Id on L 2 ([O, 1]; !(er A).L and

(Uvtp)(u) = e21riv!(u)T(tp(u)), <p E L 2 ([-1,0]jI(erA).

Let II± be the orthogonal projection (1.8) defined with respeet to U I1 , 0 :::; V :::; 1. Then,
by definition, we have

(2.18)

Put

(2.19)

By (2.18), we get
donl D~v = dom Duo'

Henee D~v' 0 :::; v :::; 1, is a sUlooth falnily of self-adjoint operators in L2 (M, S) with fixed
domain. Moreover, it follows froln the definition of Uv that Uv(Cü(M, S)) = C~(M, S).
Put D~ = UvDU;. Theu D~ : Cgo(M, S) -+ L2(M, S) is synlmetrie and D~v is the
self-adjoint extension of D~ defined by the bounclary conditions II~ (1f'IaM) = O. This
implies

(2.20)
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By (2.18), Dtrl) and D~I) have the same spectrum. Hence, the eta function 7](.9, D~I) is
well-defined and equals 7]( s, Dtrl)' Note that D~ is not a differential operator, but our
results above can be easily extended to D~ I) • In particular, this applies to Proposition
2.15. Thus

d 2
dv 7j(O, Dtrl) = - y'1r cn ( v)

where cn ( v) is the coefficient oft- 1/ 2 in the asymptotic expansion of Tr(D~1) exp -t(D~1) )2).
By (2.19) and (2.20), the trace equals

. D 2 • D 2 D 2

Tr(D~1) U"e- t
<TI) U:) = Tr(U; D~I)Uve- t

<TI)) = -2rriTr(f',T e- t
<TI).

Since the support of f' is contained in (-1,0), we may replace exp -tD;1) by its
parametrix on [-1,0] x Y which can be taken to be

1 {(u-u/)2} -tA2( )
~ exp - e x,y.

y4rrt 4t

This shows that

as t ~ 0 and, therefore,

2rr 1
cn(v) = ~ Tl'(T) = t=. logdet(uout!I(el'(, - Id».

y4tr 2 y rrt

Thus we have pl'oved

Theorem 2.21. Let D : COO(M, S) ~ COO(M, S) be a Dirac type operator wbich, on
(-1,0] x Y, takes tlle fonn D = ,(8/8u + A) with cOllditions (1.2), (1.3) satisfied. Let
UO,0'1 be two wlitary involutiolls ofI(erA sudl that Gi, = -,Ui, i = 0,1. Then

This result was pl'oved independently by Lesch and Wojciechowski [LW].
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3. Heat Kerneis on Manifolds with Cylindrical Ends

Let the setting be the same as in section 1. We introduce the non-compact manifold

Z = Mu (R+ x Y)

by gluing the half-cylinder R+ x Y to the boundary Y of M. We equip R+ x Y with the
canonical product lnetric. Together with the given metric on M we get a smooth metric on
Z. Then Z becolnes a complet.e Riemannian manifold of infinite volume. We extend the
bundle S with its fibre metric and the operator D to Z in the obvious way. The extended
bundle and operator will be also denoted by S and D, respectively. Thus, on R + x Y,

where "A satisfy (1.2), (1.3).

Let C[;o(Z, S) be the space of compactly supported smooth seetions of S over Z and
L 2(Z, S) the completion of Cgo(Z, S) with respect to the natural inner product defined by
the fibre metric of Sand the l11etric of Z. Then

(3.1)

is synlmetric.

D : C(:(Z, S) -+ L 2(Z, S)

Lemlua 3.1. The operator (3.1) is esselltia11y seH-adjoint.

Proof. It suffices to show that (D ± i)Cgo(Z, S) is dense in L2 (Z, S). Suppose that
'lj; E L 2 (Z, S) is orthogonal to (D ± i)Cgo(Z, S). By elliptic regularity, 'lj; is sIDooth and
satisfies D'lj; = =fi'lj;. If we expal1d 'lj; on R+ x Y in terms of the eigenseetions of ,A, it
follows that t/J satisfies an estitnate of the fonn

11 ljJ (lt, y) 11 ~ C e- cu , ( u, y) E R + x Y,

for some constants C, c > O. Applying Greel1's formula, we get (D'lj;, 'ljJ) = ('ljJ, D7/J) and,
therefore, t/J = O. Q.E.D.

Let D denote the unique self-adjoint extension of D. In this section we shalI investigate
the kernel K(x, y, t) of the heat operator exp -tD2

• We construct a parametrix for K as
follows. Let Q2 be the restriction to M of the fundamental solution of 8/at + iJ2 on .
the double M of M, i.e., Q2 = e2 in the notation of (1.15). Furthermore, let Ql be the
fundamental solution of 8/at - 82 /Du 2 + A2 on R x Y. Thus

( ) 1 {(u-v?} -tA2Q 1 ('ll, X), (v, y), t = ~ exp - e (X, y)
v41T"t 4t
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where e- tA2 (x, y) is the kenlel of exp -tA2. Let the functions c/», 4>2, 'ljJ), tP2 be defined by
(1.14) and put

(3.3) 'Q = <p) Q) tP) + <P2Q2'ljJ2.

Then Q is a par8Juetrix for ]( and ]( is obtained by a convergent series similar to (1.16).

(3.4)
00

1(=Q + L(-l)mQm*Q
m=)

where Q) = (8/fJt + D 2 )Q, Qm = Qm-) * Q) for m 2: 2 and * denotes convolution of
kerneis. For t > 0, !( is a Coo kernel which represents exp -t'D2 • In particular, it satisfies
(a/EJt + D;)K(x, y, t) = O. Moreover, for each Xo E Z and m E N, there exist constants
C, c > 0 such that

(3.5) 11 D:D~(!((x,y,t) - Q(x,y,t») 11::; C exp(-c(d(x,xO)2 + d(y,xo)2 + l)/t) eet

for all x, y E Z , k, I ::; rn and t > O.

Let Da = ,(8/8u + A) regarded a.s operator in Coo(R+ x Y, S). Suppose that there
exists a unitary involution U of Ker A such that ,u = -(:1'y. Let II+ be the orthogonal
projection (1.8) with respect to a 8Jld put

Coo(R+ x Y,S;II~.) = {cp E Coo(R+ x Y,S) I n~(cp(O,.») = O}.

Denote by C~(R+ x Y, S; II+) the subspace of Coo(R+ x Y, Sj II+) consisting of sections
which vanish for 'lL »0. Then D o : C~(R+ x Y, S; II~.) -+ L 2(R+ x Y, S) is essentially
self-adjoint. Let 'Da be the unique self-adjoint extension. We observe that the kernell{o
of exp -tV5 is given by fonuula (1.13) with the roles of 1>j and ,c/>j switched. FrC?ID this
formula for 1(0 follows inuuediately that, for each m E N, there exist Cl, c) > 0 such that
(3.6)

11 ::k :~,A~A~,(J(o((u,y),(v,y,),t) - QI((ll,y),(V,y'),t)) 11:"0 CI exp(-cl(U2 +v2)/t)

for y, y' E Y, u, v ~ 1 and k, l,p, q ::; m. We extend exp -tV5 by zero to 8J1 operator in
L2(Z, S).

Theorem 3.7. For t > 0, tlle operators

exp -tV2
- exp -tV~ a!ld 'Dexp -tV2

- 'Da exp -tV~

are oE the trace dass.

Proof. Pick X E Coo(Z) such that 0< X ::; 1, X(z) = 1 for z E M and X(u, y) = (1+u2)-1
for (u, y) E [1,00) x Y .. Denote by Ux the operator in L 2 (Z, S) defined by multiplication
by x. Then we may wri te

2 2 ( t 2 t 2) -1 t 2exp -tV - exp -tVa = exp -2''D - exp -2'Vo 0 Ux 0 Ux 0 exp -2''D
t 2 1 ( t 2 t 2)+exp -2'Do 0 Ux 0 U; 0 exp -'2'D - exp -2'Vo .
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It follows from (3.5) that (exp _!V2 - exp -!V5) 0 U;l and U;l 0 (exp -tV2
exp - ~V~) are Hilbert-Scluuidt operators. Furthermore, the function

(z, z') E (R+ x Y) x (R+ x Y) ~ X(z') 1I QI (z, z', t) 11

belongs to L 2 ((R+ x Y) x (R+ x Y)). Together with (3.6) this shows that exp -tV6 0 Ux
is Hilbert-Schmidt. By (3.5), it also follows that Ux 0 exp -tV2 ia a Hilbert-Schmidt
operator. Thus exp -tV2

- exp -tV~ can be written as a product of Hilbert-Schmidt
operators and, therefore, is of the trace dass. The remaining case is similar. Q.E.D.

Put

(3.8) E(x, y, t) = DxK(x, y, t).

This is the kernel of V exp -t'D2
.

Lemma 3.9. For euch t > 0, tlle fUIlctioll x ~ tr E(x, X, t) is absolutely integrable 011 Z.

Proof. It follows froln (3.5) t.hat

tr{ D x ([((x, Y, t) - Q(x, y, t») Ix=y}

is absolutely integrable on Z alld the integrated absolute value is O(e-c/ t ) aB t ~ 0.
Furthennore, by definition of QIl

Since ,A = -A, anel , acts fibrewise, it follows that

Thus

(3.10)

The right hand siele has conlpact support which ilnplies the lemma. Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.11. For t > 0, we have

Tr(Ve-I1>' - Voe-I1>~) = l tr E(z, z, t) dz.
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Proof. Let Eo(z, z', t) be the kernel of Va exp -tV6. Then Eo(z, z' , t) = (Da) zKa(z, z', t).
Using the explicit description of [(0 siInilar to (1.13), we get

tr Eo((u, y), (u, y), t)
0Cl -Jl~t

",",e J { u2/t U 2/} )=~ J47rt /Lj(! - e- ) + "te-
u

, (btPj(Y), tPj(Y)) + (tPj(Y),1'tPj(Y)) = o.

The last equality follows because I; = -IY, Y E Y. Since E - Eo is the kernel of
Vexp -tv'l - Va exp -tV~, the Proposition follows horn Lemma 3.9 by standard ar
guments". Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.12. (a) As t ~ 0, there exists an asymptotie expansion of tbe form

1tr E(z, z, t) dz ~ f aj(D) t(j-n-l)/2.

z j=O

Moreover, there exist Ioeal densities <Lj(D)( x) with support contained in M such that
aj(D) = fz aj(D)(x).
(h) H D is a eompatible Dirac type operator, then aj(D) = 0 for j ~ n and ak(D) = 0 for
k even.

Proof. It follows frolll (3.5) and (3.10) that

LtrE(z,z,t)dz = Ltr(Dx (<p2(Z)Q2(Z,z',t)I.=.,) dz + O(e-elt).

The integral on the right hand side equals

(3.13) rcP2(z)tr(DzQ2(Z,z',t)/z=z') dz + jO ~~(u) rtr(IQ2((U,y),(u,y),t)) dydu.Jz -1 }y

H we employ Theorenl 0.2 of [BG], we obtain an asymptotic expansion of the first inte
gral. This expansion has the propert.ies claimed hy the proposition. To deal with the
second integral we lllay replace Q2 on [-1,0] x Y by an appropriate parametrix, say
(47rt)-1/2 exp(-(u - v)2 /4t) exp -tA2. Hence, up to an exponentially small term, the
second integral equals

1 A2
--Tr(,e- t

).
V47rt

Let S!Y = S+ ffi S_ be the splitting into the ±i-eigenspaces of 1 and A± the restrietion
of A to COCl(S±). Then

Tr(,e-tA2
) = i { Tr(e- tA - A+) - Tr(e-tA+A _) } = i Ind A+.

this proves (a). H D is a cOlllpatible Dirac type operator, then lud A+ = 0 by Theorem 3
of [Pa, eh. XVII]. Moreover, by Theorenl 3.4 of [BG], "the coefficients bj in the asymptotic
expansion of the first integral of (3.13) vanish if eit.her j ~ n 01' j = 2k, k E N. Q.E.D.
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4. The Spectral Decomposition

In this section we sUlumarize some results about the spectral decomposition of the self
adjoint operators 'D introduced in the previous section.

Theorem 4.1. Tlle poiIlt spectrum oE V consists oE a sequence ... ::::; Aj ::::; Aj+1 ::::; ...
oE eigenvalues oE fiIlite multiplicity with ±oo as the only possible points oE accumulation.
There exists C > 0 such tllat

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the spectrum of V2 consists of eigenvalues 0 ::::; ~l <
'\2 ::::; ... of finite multiplicity allel

for some constant C > O. If 'D2 is tohe Laplacian of Z act.ing on functions, then this has
been proved by Donnelly [Do]. His nlethod extends without difficulties to the present case.
Q.E.D. .

Let L~(Z,S) be the subspace of L2(Z, S) spanned by all eigensections of V. This is
also the discrete subspace for V 2

. Let. 'Dd denote the restriction of V to L~(Z, S).

Corollary 4.2. For t > 0, exp -tD~ is of tlle trace dass alld we have

Tr(exp -tD~) = L e->'i t .

)

The proof can be derived from Theorelu 4.1 by standard arguments.

Next we study the behaviour of the eigensections of V at infinity. Let <Pj, JEN,
be an orthononnal basis of Ran(II+) consisting of eigensections of A with eigenvalues
o ::::; PI ::::; 112 ::::; ...• Then Ir/> j, JEN1 is an orthonormal basis for Ran(rr~) with
eigenvalues -J1.j. Since L2(Z, S) is the direct SUffi of Ran(II+) and Ran(II~), we get in
this way an orthononnal basis for L 2 (Z, S). Put

(4.3)

Then .,pt and .,pj are eigel1sections of ,A with eigenvalues Jlj and -Pj, respectively. More
aver, we have

(4.4)
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and {tf;j ,tf;j} is an orthonormal basis of eigensections of i A. Suppose that r.p E L2 ( Z, S)
satisfies Dr.p = Ar.p, A E R. Then, on R + x Y, we may expand 'P in terms of the basis just
constructed:

co

'P(u,y) = L{fj(u)t/Jj(y) + gj(u)4'j(Y)}.
j=l

The coefficients fj, 9 j satisfy

Using the square integrability of 'P, we obtain

(4.5)

In particular, if A = 0, then (4.5) can be written as

(4.6) <peu, y) = L aj e-Pi
U tPj(Y).

Pi >0

Let J.ljo > 0 be the slnallest positive eigenvalue of A such that Iljo > lAI. Then (4.5) implies

-VP2 _..\2 u/2
11 e.p(u,y) II~ Ce jo ,

for some constant C > o. Thus we have proved

u 2:: 0,

Proposition 4.7. Let r.p E L2 (Z, S) he a.n eigellsection oE V. There exist C, c > 0 such
tllat, Oll R + x Y, we llave

11 <p(1l,y) 11::; Ce-cu.

We turn now to the study of the continuous spectrum of V. First we note that
the operator Va defined in section 3 has uo point spectrum. Indeed, suppose that <p E
Coo(R+ x Y, S) satisfies Da<p = 0 and IIf. (<p (0, .)) = o. Then <p has an expansion of the
form

so that e.p can not be square integrable unless e.p = O. Thus Va has pure absolutely contin
uaus spectrum.

Let J be the canollical inclusion of L2 (R+ x Y, S) into L 2 (Z, S). Consider the wave
operators

(4.8) W (D 'D ) 1· it'D J -it'Do± , 0 =s- nn e e .
t-±oo
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Theorem 3.7 together witb tbe I<ato-Rosenblum theory [K1] and tbe Birman-Kato invan
anee principle of tbe wave operators [K2] imply

Proposition 4.9. Tbe wave operators W ±(V,V o) exist and are cornplete.

Tbus W ±CD, 1'0) establisbes a unitary equivalence of Va and tbe absolutely continuous
part V ac of V.

Anotber method to establish tbe existence and completeness of the wave operators is
based on tbe method of Enß (cf. [Gu]). As a byproGuet one obtains that the singularly
eontinuous spectrum of V is empty. Thus we have

Theorem 4.10. (a) V bas no singularly continuous spectrum.

(b) Tbe absolutely continuous part V ac of V is unitarily equivalent to V o.

Tbe wave operators can be described more explicitly in tenns of generalized eigen
sections (cf. [GuJ). Let w be the set of all non-negative eigenvalues of A. Let J.l. E w. If
J.l. > 0, let &(J.l.) denote the J.l.-eigenspaee. Ir J.l. = 0, put &(J.l.) = Ker(u - 1). Let E" be the
Riemann surfaee associated to the functions~, J.l. E w, such that~ has positive
imaginary part for J.l. sufficiently large. Thus E" is a ramified double covering 1r" : E" -+ C
witb ramification locus {±J.l. I J.l. E w}. To eaeh J.l. E w and 4> E &(j.L) there is associated a
smooth section E( 4>, A) of S whieh is a meromorphie function of A E E" and satisfies

D E( cP, A) = 1r"(A)E( 4>, A), A E E".

(cf. [Gu] for details). Tbe half-plane Im()') > °can be identified witb an open subset FP"
of E", tbe physical sheet. Each section E( 4>, A) is regular on 8FP" ::: R. In particular,
E(4),).) is regular for ). E (-00, -J.l.] U [{L, 00). This is tbe generalized eigensection attached
to 4>. Ir <Pj, JEN, is tbe basis of Ran(II+) chosen above, tben tbe E(4)i').) form a
complete system of generalized eigensections of 1'. More precisely, this statement means
tbe following. Let r.p E Cij(Z, S). Put

<Pj(oX) = hE(r!>j,oX,z) <p(z)dz, JEN.

For {L E w define tbe measme drJJ by

J).2 - {L2
drJJ ( ).) = 21r A d)..

Then, for any m E N, the function ). 1-+ (1 + ).2)mepj(A) belongs to L2([{Li' oo)j drJJj ) as
weIl as to L 2 (( -00, -{Li]; drJJj ) and the orthogonal projection 'Pac of c.p onto tbe absolutely
continuous subspace L~c(Z, S) of V has the following expansion
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We shall now consider more closely the generalized eigenseetions E( </>, A) attached to 4J E
!(er(l1 - 1). Let 'ljJ E !(er A and define h('ljJ, >-..) E COO(R+ x Y, S) by

h('ljJ, A, (u, y)) = e-i>'u 1fJ(y), A E C.

Let X E COO(R) such that X(u) = 0 for u ~ 1 and X(u) = 1 for u ~ 2. We regard X as a
function' on R+ X Y in the obvious way and then extend it by zero to a smooth function
on Z. Observe that (D2 - A2)(Xh(1jJ, A)) is a smooth section with compact support. In
particular, it is contained in L2(Z, S). Put

(4.12)

Then F(1jJ, A) belongs to COO(Z, S) and satisfies

D2F('ljJ, A) = A2 F(1jJ, A), Im(A) > O.

The function A 1-+ F(1jJ, ).) a(hnits also Cl. meromorphic continuation to E" [Gu]. Let J1.I > 0
be the smallest positive eigenvalue of A and put

(4.13)

Then, in particular, F( 'ljJ, ).) is Cl. luerolllorphic function of ). E EI. We explain this in more
detail. Let H 1 ( Z, S) denote the 1st Sobolev space. Let 'ljJ1 , ... , 1fJ2 r be an orthonormal basis
for !(er A. For any b~ 0 we introduce a closed subspace of H I (Z, S) by

(4.14) Hl(Z,S) = {<pEH 1 (Z,S) I (rp(u,.),'ljJj) =0 for u~b and j=l, ... ,2r}.

Consider the quadratic form

(4.15) q( rp) =11 D<p 11 2
, <p E Hl (Z, S).

Let 'Hb be the clostlre of Hl(Z, S) in L 2(Z, S). Then the quadratic form (4.15) is rep
resented by a positive self-adjoint operator Hb in 'Hb. This operator is analogous to the
pseudo-Laplacian used. by Colin de Verdiere [Co]. SiInilarly to Theorem 1 of [Co], th~

domain of Rb can be described as follows. For j, 1 ~ j ::; 2r, we define the distribution Tl
by

Tl ('P) = ((fi(b,.), 'ljJj), 'ljJ E C~(Z, S)

where -{; denotes the restriction of'lj; to R+ X Y. Then fjJ E HZ (Z, S) belongs to the domain
of Hb iff there exist CI, ... , C2r E C such that D2 <p - L:j Cj Tl belongs to L2(Z, S). Here

D 2 t.p is taken in the sense of distributions. If <p is in the domain of H b, then Hb<P =
D 2

<p - L:j Cj Tl·
Lemnla 4.16. Tlle essential spectrwll oE Hb equals [J1.r, 00) where /-LI > 0 is the smallest
positive eigenvalue oE A.

Proof. 'We introduce Dirichlet boundary conditions on {b} x Y. This gives rise to a
self-adjoint operator Hb,O. Since Y is compact, it follows that exp -tHb - exp -tHb,O
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is of the trace dass for t > O. Hence, Hb and Hb,O have the same essential spectrum.
By definition, we have Hb,o = Hb,int ffi Hb,oo where Hb,int acts in L 2(Mb, S) and Hb,oo
in L 2(R+ x Y, S). The operator Hb,int is obtained from D2, acting in Coo(Mb, S), by
imposing DiricWet boundary conditions. Therefore, Hb,int has pure point spectrum. The
operator Hb,oo can be analyzed by applying separation of variables. This shows that the
essential spectruul of Hb,oo equals [J-lL 00). Q.E.D.

In particular, Hb has pure point spectrum in [0, J.L~). Therefore, (Hb - .\2)-1 is a
meromorphic function of. A E EI. Now we may proceed in 'the same way as in the proof of
Theorem 4 in [Co]. Fix b ;::: 2 and put

This is a meromorphic function of A E EI. On R+ x Y, it has the form Go +G1 where GI
is smooth and square integrable and

Here CI(A), C2 (A) : !{er A -t !{er A are linear operators which depend meromorphically
on .\ E EI' Let fb denote the characteristic function of [b, 00) x Y, Put

Then G is in C 00 ( Z, S) and satisfies D2 G = .\2 G. Moreover, it is easy to see that Cl (A) is
invertible and

(4.17)

The right hand side provides the lueroluorphic continuation of F( t/J, A) to EI' Put

(4.18)

This is a linear operator in Ker A which is a luerolllorphic function of A E EI. For J-l E w,
JL > 0, there exist also linear operators

(4.19)

which depend meromorphically on ..\ E E] such that, on R + x Y, we have

(4.20) F(t/J, A) = e-i>'u t/J + ei>'u C(..\)t/J + L e-Vll2 ->'2 U Tp(.\)t/J, AE EI'
p>o

For .\ E R, the operator C(.\) is regular and unitary. It equals the "scattering matrix" for
1..\1 < J-lI· Furthernlore, the following fllllctional equations hold

(4.21 ) C(.\) C(-..\) = !d, A E EI
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(4.22) F(C(A)1/;, -A) = F(ljJ, A), ljJ EKel' A.

(4.23)

There are also functional equations for the TJl (cf. [Gun.

Let </1 E Ker(Cf - 1). Put

E(,p,A) = F(,p,A) + IDF(,p,A)=F(,p-i,,p,A), AEB1 0

Then E( </1, ,\) satisfies
DE(</1,'\) = AE(</1, ,\).

This is the generalized eigenseetion of V attached to q,. If we apply (4.20) to F( q, - i-yq" A),
it follows that, on R+ x Y, we have

(4.24)

where f) is square integrable and B( </1,'\, ('ll,')) orthogonal to Ker A. If we compare (4.24)
wi th the expansion of F( q, I ,\) + ,\-1 DF( fjJ I A), we obtain

(4.25)

Together with the functional equation (4.21) we get

Proposition 4.26. Tlle operator G(O) : Ker A ~ !(er A is unitary and satisfies

C(0)2 = Icl aJld C(O), = -,C(O).

Thus there exists always a distinguished unitary involution Cf of Ker A - the on-shell
scattering matrix C(O) - which allticomillutes with ,. This involution is determined by
the operator D.

We remark that the on-shell scattering matrix C(O) is closely related to the so-called
limiting values of extended L 2-sections r.p of S satisfying D<.p = 0 (cf. [APS1,p.58]). Let L±
denote the ±l-eigenspaces of C(O). It follows from Proposition 4.26 that 1 switches L+
and L_. Thus L± ffi ,L± = Ker A is an orthogonal splitting of !(er A. By the prescription
q.(1/;1 , .,p2) = (,.,pI, 'if;2 ), .,pI, 'if;2 E !(er A, we get a canonical SYIllplectic structure on Ker A.

, Then an equivalent statenlent is that L+ anel L_ are Lagrangian subspaces of Ker A. Let
q, E L+. It follows from (4.24) that, on R+ x Y, we have E(q"O) = 2q, + () where f) is
square integrable~Put <.p = tEe4>,0). Then q, i- 0 and it satisfies D<p = O. If we use the
notation of [APSl,p.58], this means that q, is the litlliting value of the extended solution r.p
of Dr.p = O. Using Lemnla 8.5, it follows that every limiting value arises in this way, that
is, L+ is precisely the space of alilinüting values of L2-ext.ended sections <p of S satisfying
D<.p = O.

Finally, we recall a special ca..<:;e of the Maaß-Selberg relations. We deBne the constant
term Eo(fjJ,'\) E COO(R+ x Y, S) by

(4.27) Eo(f/J,'\) = e- iAU (fjJ - i,q,) + eiAU C()..)(</1 - i,q,).
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For a ~ 0 let Xadenote the characteristic function of [lt, 00) x Y c Z. Set

(4.28) Ea( 4>,.-\) = E( </>,.-\) - Xa Eo{ </>, .-\), .-\ E E].

By (4.24), Ea ( </>, A) is square integrable. Hs norm can be computed as follows. Pick
>..' E E] such that 'XI =f. >... Then

Now apply Green's fonnula together with (4.20) and take the limit A' ~ A. this gives

where C'(z) = (d/dz)C(z). This is Cl. special case of the Maaß-Selberg relations.
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5. The Large Time Asymptotic

In this section we shall study the behaviour of Jz tr E(x, x, t) dx as t -+ 00. The main dif
ficulty arises from the continuous spectrum of V; in particular, if the continuous spectrum
has no gap at zero. Hy Theorem 4.10, this case occurs Hf Ker A =I- {O}.

We start with some auxiliary result. Let

We denote the trace norm of a trace dass operator T in some Hilbert space by 11 T lb .

Lemma 5.1. Let T], T2 be self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space. Suppose tllat Tl - T2

is trace dass. Then, for every f E 9, f(T]) - f(T2) is trace dass and

For the proof see [Th, p.161]. Note that Cgo(R) C g.

Proposition 5.2. Let <P E Cü(R). Tl1en <p(V) - </>(Vo) js oI the trace dass.

Proof. Let Q' E Cgo(R). Then, by Theorelll 3.7 and Lemma 5.1,

(5.3) a(Ve-tv:z) - a(Voe-tV5 ) is of the trace dass for t > O.

Given </> E Cij(R), choose t > 0 such that supp<p is contained in (-1/Vii, 1/Vii). The
map f(J\) = J\ exp -tJ\2 is a diffeomorphism of the interval (-I/Vii, I/Vii) onto the inter
val (_e-.1!2 /Vii, e-1!2 /Vii). Let a(u) = </>(f-1 (u)). Then Q' E Cgo(R) with support cori-
tained in (-e- 1!2/Vii,e-1!2/Vii). Moreover a(Ve-tv:z) = 4>(V) and Q(Voe-tV~) =
</>(Vo). Hy (5.3) our result follows. Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.4. Let Q E COO(R) and suppose tbat a(J\) = 1 for lAI;::: C. Then

are of the trace dass for t > o.

Proof. Let </> = 1 - 0', <P1(A) = <p(J\)e-o.:z and <P2(J\) = </>(J\)J\e-t>.:Z, t > O. Then
<PI, </>2 E C~(R) and, by Proposition 5.2, <Pi(V) - <pi(VO), i = 1,2, are trace dass operators.
Moreover
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which is traee dass by Theorem 3.7. The seeond case is similar. Q.E.D.

Proposition 5.5. Let a E COO(R). Suppose tllat there exist 0 < a < b such tbat O'(A) = 0
for JAI ::; a and O'(A) = 1 for lAI ~ b. Tben tllere exist C, c > 0 such that

(5.6)

and

(5.7)

for t ~ 1.

Proof. The function 0' ean be written as 0' = 0'+ + 0'_ where O'+(A) = 0 for A < a and
O'_(A) = 0 for A> -a, a > O. Suppose that 0' = 0'+. For t > 0 put

<PtCu.) = {a(v- 1og u )u't, 0::; u ~ 1;
o , otherwlse.

Then we have

(5.8)

Moreover, <Pt is smooth on R - {O} wi th support eontailled in (0, 1). For t > 3, <Pt belongs
to Cg(R). Therefore

I: l~t(.\)1 (1 + 1.\l)d.\ < 00 für t > 3.

By Theorem 3.7, Leuuna 5.1 and (5.8) we get

for t > 3. Ta estiluate the integral we split. it as follows

jl j-l {CO
-1 + -00 +11

For the first integral we obtaill
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H ,X #- 0 and t 2:: 3, integration by parts gives

... 1 100

d
3

°A
tPt('x)=-(i,X)3 -00 du3tPt(U) e

l

Udu

which can be used to estimate the second and the third integral. Putting our estimates
together, we get

By definition of (Y, we have supp tPt C (-c, c) for some c < 1. Heuce

If (Y = 0'_, we set ß(u) = 0'_( -u) and then proceed as above. This establishes (5.6). The
proof of (5.7) is analogous. For 0' = 0'+ we put

tPt(u) = {a( j-log u) J-log U ut, 0:::; u ~ 1;
o , otherwlse.

If t 2:: 4, this function is three tin1es continuously differentiable with support contained in
(0,1), and (5.7) follows in the same way as above. Q.E.D. .

If !(er A =1= {O}, the continuous spectrum of V fills the whole realline. Dur next goal
is to isolate the contributiol1 to fz tr E(x, x, t) dx given by the continuous spectrum near
zero.

Proposition 5.9. Let Il) > 0 be the slllallest positive eigenvalue oE A. Let a E Cö(R)
be even and suppose that supp Cl' C (-,i1 , Jll ). Furtllennore, let Va C denote the itbsolu tely
continuous part oE V. Tllen we lluve

where C(,x) is tbe scattering operator (4.18), C'(z) = (d/dz)C(z) lUld f is defined by (1.1).

Proof. Let E:C(x, y, t) be the kernel of Q'(Vac)Vace-t"D~c and E~(x, y, t) the kernel of

o(V o)Va e- t"D~. Let 4J 1 , ... , tPr be an orthononnal basis for !(er((j - 1) and E (4J j, ,x), j =
1, ... , T, the corresponding generalized eigensections. It follows from (4.11) that the kernel
E~c has the following expansion in tenns of generalized eigensections.
(5.10)

1 r { f'll
E:C(x,y,t) = 41r ~ in a('x)'xe-t>·~ E(tPj,'x,x)®E(4>j,'x,y)d'x

)=1 0

l~l 0'(A)AC_•.\2 E( <f>j, -A, x) @ E( <f>j, -A, y) dA }.
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A similar formula holds for the kernel E~(x, y, t). Let

Then

(5.11 )

Let 'Ho = L2(R+) ® I(er A C L2 (R+ x Y, S) and 'H1 the orthogonal complement of Ho in
L2(Z, S). Let E(<j>j,'\) = Eo(<j>j,'\) be the generalized eigensection E(<j>j,'\) truncated at
level 0 (cf. (4.24)). Furthermore, let ep E C?(Z, S) and suppose that '1'.1.110 , then we have

(5.12)

Put
T = Q'(Dac)'Dace-t'D~c - a(Do)Doe-t'D~.

Using (5.10) - (5.12), we abtain

(5.13)

(5.14)

Observe that E(rPj,'\) E 1il. Hence, by continuity, (5.13) holds for all cp E 1il. Let 'Pj,
JEN, be an orthonormal basis far H1 • Then (5.13) implies

00 1 r l'l1
L:(Tepj,'Pi) = - L: a(-X)'\e- O

•
2

{li E(4)j,'\) 11
2

- 11 E(<j>j,-A) 11
2 }dA.

j=l 41f j=l 0

Now let 'P E C~(R+) ~ I(er A. Then we gct

where Eo(tPj,'\) is the constant tenn of E(<j>j,'\) defined by (4.27). Using the unitarity of
C (A) for ,\ real together with (4.25), a direct COlllputation shows that (Tep, '1') = O. BY
(5.14) and (4.29) we finally get

Tr(T) = - 4
i
7r [1 a(A)Ae-t'\' t {(C(-A) C'(A)(q,j - i-yq,j), q,j - i-yq,j)

o i=l

- (CC'\) G'(-A)(4)i - i,rPi), <Pi - i,rPj)} dA.
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Since 4J], ... , tPr, ,4Jh ... , ,<Pr is an orthononnal basis for Ker A, the sum equals

Tr(C(-.\)C'(A») - Tr(C(.\)C'(-.\») + iTr(,C(.\)C'(-A») - iTr(,C(-.\)C'(A»).

By the functional equation (4.21) we have

(5.15) C'(A) C( -A) - C(-X) C'( -A) = O.

Therefore the first two traces cancel. U we employ (4.25) and (5.15) to rewrite the remain
ing terms, we get the equality claimed by the Proposition. Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.16. Let PI > 0 be the smallest positive eigenvalue oE A. There exists c > 0
sucb that

[ 1 [lAI :2Jz trE(x,x,t)dx = -27r 10 -Xe- t
>. Tr(,C(-A)C'(A»d-X + O(e-ct)

for t 2:: 1.

Proof. Let 0' E C~ (R) be an even real valued function such that supp 0' C (- PI , PI) and
O'(ll) = 1 for luj < 8. Put ß = 1 - 0'. Then, by Proposition 3.11, we get

1tr E(x, x, t) dx = L a(Aj )Aje-t.\J + Tr(a(Vac)Vace-tV~c - a(Vo)Voe-tV~)
Z j

+Tr(ß(V)Ve- tV2
- ß(Vo)Voe-t'D~).

Note that the SUln over the eigenvalues is finite. By Proposition 5.5, the second trace on
the right hand side decays exponentialy as t --+ 00. Then we apply Proposition 5.9 to the
first trace. For the asyulptotic expansion we may replace 0' by 1. Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.17. Suppose that' I(er A = {O}. Tllen tbere exist COllstants C, c > 0 such
that Ilz tr E(x, x, t) dxl ::; C e-ct , t?: 1.

Observe that, by (4.25), I COllUll\.lt.es with C( -A) C'(-X). Therefore, the integral ?n
the right hand side of the equality of Corollary 5.16 can be rewritten as

1 l lAl

:2 { }-. -Xe- t >. Tr(C(--X)C'(-X)IKer(,-i») - Tr(C(--X)C'(-X)jKer(,+i») d-X
21rz 0

Furthennore, recall that C (-X) is real analytic for -X E (-Jl], JlJ ). Moreover, using (4.25)
and (5.15), it follows that

Tr(, C( -A) e'(A») = -11'(, C(A) e'( -A»).
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In particular, this function vanishes at A= O. Using this observation, we get an asymptotic
texpansion, as t ~ 00, of the form

where

. = ! r(k/2 +1) ~T'( C(-A) C'(A)) I
Ck 2 k! dAk 1 f ).=0'

Therefol'e, COl'ollal'Y 5.16 leads to

Corollary 5.19. As t ~ 00, tllere exists lU1 asymptotic expansion of the form

1 1
00

tr E(x, x, t) dx "'" -- L Ck t-(k+2)/2

Z 2~
k=l

and the coefflcients Ck are given by (5.18).

I Remark. In eontrast to the asYlllptotic expansion at t = 0, the coeffieients Ck are nonloea!.
They are cleterulined by global pl'operties of the continuous spectrum at ,\ = O.
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6. Eta Ivariants for Manifolds with Cylindrical Ends

We are now ready to define the eta function of 1'. Let a > O. For Re( 09) > n put

(6.1) TJa(09 1') = 1 1a
t(lI-l)/21 tr E(x x t) dx dt.

." (09 + 1) , ,r ------ 0 Z
2

By Proposition 3.12, the integral is absolutely converging in the half-plane Re( 09) > n and
admits a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane. Similarly, for Re(09) < 2,
we put

(6.2) '7a(5, V) = 5 ~ 1 1.00

t(lI-l)/2 rtr E(x, x, t) dx dt.
r(-2) a Jz

By Corollary 5.19, the t -integral is absolutely converging for Re(09) < 2 and adluits also a
meromorphic continuation to C. Now observe that the meromorphic function rya(09, V) +
TJa(09, 'D) is independent of a > 0 and, therefore, we may define the eta function of D by

(6.3)

(6.4)

Then TJ(09, 1') is a meromorphic function with simple poles at s = j, j E Z. The poles at
S = j, j ~ 2, may not be given as the integral of a local density.

Remark. In view of Theorem 3.11 we may regard TJ( s, V) also as a relative eta fUl1ction
7](8;1',1'0) attached to 1',1'0'

If TJ( 09, 1') is regular at s = 0, we define the eta invariant of l' to be 7](0, 1'). There are
two special cases

(a) Ker A = {O}. Then fz tr E(x, x, t) dx decays exponentially as t -+ 00 and TJ(s, V) can
be defined in the half-plane Re( s) > n by

'7(5, V) = ~ 1 100

t<.-ll/21 tr E(x, x, t) dx dt.
r(T) 0 z

(b) Suppose that D is a compatible Dirac type operator and dirn Z is odd. By Proposition
3.12, we have fz tr E(x, x, t) dx = O(t 1 / 2 ) as t -+ 0 and 7](09, V) can be defined by formula
(6.4) in the strip 2 > Re(s) > -2. In particular, TJ(s, D) is regular at 8 = 0 and the eta
invariant of V is given by

(6.5) 1](0, V) = J:rr 100

C 1
/

2 Ltr E(x, x, t) dx dt.

The case where (a) and (b) are both satisfied has been studied also by Klimek and
Wojciechowski [KW]. In this paper we shall not attempt to answer the question of the
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regularity of 1](s, 'D) at S = 0 in general. Next we derive a variational formula for com
pact1y supported perturbations. Let Dv be a smooth one-parameter family of first order
elliptic differential operators on Z which satisfies the same assumptions as in section 2. In
particular, DtJ = -r(8/8u +A) on R+ X Y. Let Dv = dDv/dv.

• 1)'J
Lemma 6.6. For t > 0, the operator Dve-~ \I js oE the trace dass.

Proof. Let Ux be the operator defined in the proof of Theorem 3.7. Then we may write

In the course of the proof of Theorem 3.7 it was shown that Ux 0 exp - t / 2'D; is a Hilbert
Schwidt operator. By assumption, Du = 0 on R+ x Y. If we use (3.5) it is easy to see
that Dv exp -t/2'D~ 0 U;l is Hilbert-Schmidt too. Q.E.D.

Let Ev(x,y,t) be the kernel of 'Dvexp-t'D;. Using (3.10), it is easy to see that
fz tr Ev(x, x, t) dx is a smooth function of v. If we employ Proposition 3.11 and then
proceed as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we obtain

Lemma 6.7. For t > 0, we have

8 [ (8) (' -t'D'J)8v Jz trEv(x,x,t)dx = 1 + 2t Ot Tr Dve \I.

To continue we have to determine the asymptotic behaviour of Tr(Dve-~1)~) as t --+ 0

and t --+ 00. Since Du = 0 on R+ x Y, the small time asymptotic is reduced to the compact
case. Using (3.5) and Lemma 1.7.7 of [Gil], we get an asymptotic expansion of the form

(6.8)
00

Tr(bve-~'V~) f"'J L cj(Dv)t(j-n-l)/2

j=o

as t --+ O.

Now we come to the large time behaviour. Let Pu be the orthogonal projection of
L2(Z, S) onto Ker'Dv • Since 0 may not be an isolated point of the spectrum of 'Du, the
followitlg Lemma is non-trivial.

Lemma 6.9. Suppose that dim(I(er'Dv ) is constant. Then Pv depends smootbly on v.

Proof. For b 2:: 0, let Hb(v) be the operator which represents the quadratic form (4.15)
defined by Du. By Lemma 4.16, Hb(v) has pure point spectrum in [O,J-L~) where !Jl > 0
is the smallest positive eigenvalue of A. By Proposition 8.7, we have Ker Hb(V) = Ker'D~.

Moreover, it is clear that Ker'D~ = !(er'Dv . Using the definition of Hb(V), it is easy to
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see that Hb(V) depends SIlIOOthly on v. Since dim(I<er Hb(V)) is constant and 0 is an
isolated point in the spectrum of Hb(v), the orthogonal projection of 'Hb outo Ker Hb(v)
depends smoothly on v. Now observe that Ker D v is contained in 1ib and the orthogonal
complement of 'Hb in L2(Z, S) is independent of v. This proves our claim. Q.E.D.

Assume that diln(I<er Dv ) is constant. Then Pv is smooth in v. Since DvPv = 0, it
follows that

(6.10)

(6.11)

To begill with we consider the contribution of the eigenvalues first. Let Dv,d be the
restriction of D v to the subspace of L2(Z, S) spanned by the eigensections of Dv • Since Pv

has finite rank and 11 Dv exp -tD~ d 11~ C e-ct , it follows from (6.10) that
I

for some constants C, c > o.
To estimate the contribution of the cont.inuous spectrum, we pick Q E Cgo(R) as in

Proposition 5.9. Put ß = 1 - 0'. Since ß('lL) = 0 for Iu I < h, the spectral theorem implies
that 11 ß(D)exp -t'D2 II~ e- t6 , t ~ O. Hence, for t > 1, we get

ITr(Dvß('Dv )e-tV~) I ~11 D1Je-V~ 111 . I1 ß('Dv)e-(t-l)V~ II~ C e- t6
•

Let 'Dac(v) denote the absolutely cOlltillUOUS part of 'Dv • We use (4.11) to construct the
kernel of DvQ(Dac(v))exp -tDac(v)2. It is given by an expression similar to (5.10). Using
Uus kernel, we get

where E v ( 4>, ..\) denotes the generalized eigensection of D v at tached to 4> E Ker(a -1). Since
diIn(I<er Hb(v)) is constant, it follows that (Hb(v) - ..\2)-1 is smooth for 1..\1 sufficiently
small. Using the construction of the analytic cOlltinuation of E v (1), ..\), ..\ E ~], it follows
that E v ( 1>,..\) depellds Silloothly on v for 1..\1 sufficielltly slnall. More precisely, for each Uo
there exists 8 > 0 such that, for 1..\1 < E, E v { 4>,..\) is a smooth function of v for Iv - Vo 1< 8.
Differentiating the equation DvEv(4>,..\) = ..\Ev(<P, A) with respect to v, we get

If we use Greell'S fonnula toget.her with (4.20) and (4.24), we get
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for same c > O. Choose Cl' such that supp Q' C (-0,0). Then

Tl' (Dva(Vac ( v))e -t1Jac ( v)2)

1 {Pi . 2 { . a a
= - 41r Ja a(A)e- L

\ Tr(, Cv(-A) 8v Cv(A)) + Tr(, Cv(A) 8v Cv(-A))

- iTr( C.(-A) :v C.(A)) - iTr( C.(A) :v C.(-A))} dA.

The functional equation (4.21) implies

(6.12) (:v C.(A)) C.(-A) + C.(A) (~C.(-A)) = o.

Therefore, the right hand side equals

Since Tr(-yC.(-A) ~C.(A)) is an analytic function near A = 0, we get an asyrnptotic
expansion

00

Tr(i>lIe-t'D~) f'V L bj t- j / 2

j=l

as t --+ 00. The first coefficiellt is given by

Put

and

C2(s V ) = 1 100

t(~-1)/2Tl'(iJ e-t'D~) dt Re(s) < O.
~ , 11 (8 + 1) v,r -- 1

2

Then ~l (s, V v ) and ~2(S,VII) adnlit nlel'Ol1101'phic continuations to the whole cornplex plane.
Summarizing Dur l'esults, we have pl'oved

Proposition 6.13. Let D v be a Slllootli one-paraJneter fanli1y of first order differential
operators on Z satisfying the assumptiOllS above. Suppose that dim(Ker 'Dv ) is constant.
Then 1](S, V v ) is differelltiable witll respect to v and

8
8v 17(s, V v ) = -S(~l(S, 'Dv ) + ~2(S, VII))'
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Corollary 6.14. Suppose tllat dim(I(er 'Dv ) is constant. Tllen tbe residue oE 1](8, 'Du) at
8 = 0 is independent 01 v.

Since D v has continuous spectrum, we can not procced as in the proof of Corollary
2.12 to eliminate the condition on Ker 'Du. Eigenvalues embedded into the continuous
spectrum are usually unstable under perturbations. We have to understand how this is
compensated by the continuous spectrum. We claim without proof that Corollary 6.14
remains true without any assumption on Ker 'Du.

Corollary 6.15. Assurne tbat dim(Ker V v ) is constant and 1](S, 'Du) is regular at S = O.
Tben a 2 1 a

8v1](0,'Dv ) = - y'icn(Du ) + 21r Tr(,Cu(O) 8v Cu (O»)

where cn(Dv) is tbe n-th coefficient in the asymptotic expansion (6.8).

Using (4.25) and (6.12), we get

H we compare the variational formulas given by Corollary 2.9, Theorem 2.21 and Corollary
6.15, we get

Proposition 6.16. Let Du be a Slllooth one-parameter laInily 01 compatible Dirac type
operators as above. Suppose that dim(KerVv) is constant. Let Tu = Cv(O). Then
1](0, (Du)rv ) and 1](0, 'Du) are smooth functions olv and

If the kernel of Dv is not constant, 17(0, 'Du) will have discontinuities which we are
going to study next. Let T > 0 be given. It follows !rom (3.10) and Proposition 3.12 that

foT t-1 / 2 fz tr E(x, x, t) dx dt is a smooth function of v. Now consider the integral from T
to 00. Since we vary 'Du on a compact set, it follows that the constants occurring on the
right hand side of (3.5) can be chosen to be uniform for v E (-c;, c:). This implies

(6.17)

for some constant Cl > 0 and lvi< c;. Let ß be as in (6.11). Then (6.17) implies that

depends smoothly on v.
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Next we have to consider the contribution of the continuous spectrum neal' zero. It
follows from Proposition 5.9 that this contribution is given by

(6.18) 1 lilt-- a(A) signA 'fr{, Cv ( -A) C~(A)) dA
271" 0

where EUpp Cl' is contained in (- J.L b J.L 1 ).

Lemma 6.19. There exists c > 0 such that Tr(, Cv ( -A) C~(A)) is a smootb function oE
v for lvi< c, lAI< c.

Proof. Using the functional equation (4.21) it follows that the singularities of the mera
morpruc matrix valued function Cv ( -z)C~(z) are simple poles with residues of the form
-mId, m E N. Since Tr(,) = 0, it follows that Tr(, Cv ( -,\) C~(,\)) ia an entire fUllction
of z. Let r c C be a circle wi th center at the origin such that all poles#: 0 of Co (- z)C~ (z )
are contained in the domain exterior to r. It follows from the construction of the analytic
continuation of the generalized eigenfunctions that Cv ( -z)C~(z) will be a smooth function
of zEr and v, lvi< c, for c > 0 sufficiently small. Dur claim follows now from Cauchy's
theorem. Q.E.D.

If we choose a with support sufficiently smail, it follows from Lemma 6.19 that (6.18)
is a smooth function of v for lvi< c. COlnbining our results, we see that the only possible
discontinuities of 7](0, V v ) may arise from the small eigenvalues. There are two possibil
ities. Either eigenvalues disappear and become resonances, i.e., poles of the scattering
matrix, 01' they remain eigenvalues hut cross zero. In the former ease eigenvalues must
disappear in pairs of positive and negative eigenvalues. Indeed, the definition of the gener
alized eigenfunctions immediately implies that the scattering matrix satisfies the followillg
relation:

C(A) = C(-,\), ,\ E ~1.

Thus, poles of C(A) appear in pairs {z, -z}. Hence, disappearing eigenvalues da not cause
discontinuities. Next observe that (4.25) implies that Cv(O) has exactly tdim(I(er A) eigen
values equal to 1. Hence, by Proposition 8.10, we have dirn I(er((Dv)T) = diIn Ker(Dv)+
t dirn Ker(A). Trus implies

Proposition 6.20. Let D v be a smooth one-parameter faJnily of compatible Dirac type
operators satisfying tbe properties above. Then 1](0, (Dv)r) - 7](0, V v) is a continuous
function of v.
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7. Convergence Results für Eta Invariants

Throughout this section we shall assurne that D is a compatible Dirac type operator on Z
satisfying the asSUlllptions above. Then the various eta invariants are well-defined. Let a
be a unitary involution of !(er A as in (1.5). Dur main purpose is to relate the eta invariant
1](0, Du) to the eta invariant 1](0, V). H !(er A = {O}, this problem was studied in [DW].

For a ~ 0, consider the restriction of D(a) of D to the compact manifold Ma =
M U ([O,·a] X Y). By Proposition 2.16, ~e have 1](0, Du) = 1](0, D(a)u), a ~ 0. We shall
now study the behaviour of 1](0, D(a)u) as a ~ 00. Since D is a compatible Dirac type
operator, 1](0, D(a)".) is given by (1.30). Then we may write

(7.1)

, The first integral can be treated in essentially the same way as in §7 of [DW]. For our
purpose we shall use a slightly different approach. Let eI,u be the kernel (1.13) and e2
the restriction of the heat kernel ]( of a/EJt + V 2 to M a • We change coordinates so that
M a = M U ([-a, 0] X Y) where the boundary of M is identified with {-a} X Y. Let
rPI, rP2,.,pI, 1/;2 be the functions defined by (1.14) and put

4>f(u) = rPi(ll/a) and 1/Ji(u) = 1/;i(u/a), i = 1,2.

Again we regard these functions as funct.ions on the cylindcr [-a,O] X Y and then extend
them to M a in the obvious way. Put

(7.2)

This is the parauletrix for the kernel ](; of exp -tD(a)~ and K; is obtained from e~ by a
convergent series of the fonn

co

](; = e: + L(-l)m c~ * e:
m=l

where the notation is similar to (1.16). Using (1.13) aod (3.5), it is easy to see that, for
I mEZ, there exist Cl, C2 , C3 > 0 such that

(7.3)
2

11 n; (](;(:c, y, t) - e:(x, y, t)) Ix=y 1I~ Cl exp(C2t - C3 a
t

)

for k :::; m, x E M a , t E R+. If we use (3.10) and follow tohe proof of Proposition 3.12, it
is easy to see that

I r tr E(x, x, t) dxl ~ C t 1
/

2

JMa
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for 0 ~ t ~ 1 and some constant C > 0 independent of a. Together with (7.3) this implies
that the first integral on the right hand side of (7.1) equals

(7.5)

(7.7)

for same C4 > 0 allel a ~ 00.

Proposition 7.6. We llave

1 lv'ä 1lim ~ t- I
/

2 tr E(x , x, t) dx dt = 7](0, V).
u-co yll" 0 Mo

Proof. It follows frOIn Corollary 5.1D that

1 1"fä 1lim r= t- 1
/

2 tr E(x, x, t) dx dt = 71(0, V).
a-co y1r 0 Z

Therefore, it is sufficient to prove t.hat

lim ~ r,fä C 1
/

2
1 ( tr E((u, y), (u, y), t) dy dul dt = O.

a-co v1r Ja' J(a,co)xY

Let b > O. Note that the support of th right hand side of (3.10) is contained in M = Mo.
Hence, by (3.5), it follows that

lim {b t- I / 2 ( tr E(x, X, t) dx dt = O.
a-coJo J(a,co)xY

Piek a E Cgo(R) such that O'(u) = 0'( -u), 0 ~ 0' 5 1, O'(u) = 1 for lul < /LI /4 and a(u) = 0
for lul ;::: /-ll/2. Set ß = 1 - 0'. Let Eo (resp. Ep) denote the kernel of a(V)Vexp -tV2

(resp. ß(V)V exp -tV2). Then
E = E a + Ep.

Let Xa denote the characteristic funetion of [a, 00) X Y in Z. By following the proof of
Proposition 3.11, one ean show thaat

( tr Ep(x, X, t) dx = ( Xa tr Ep(x, x, t) dx
J(a,oo)xY JZ

= Tr(Xa(ß(V)Ve- tV2
- ß(Vo)Voe-tV~)).

Let 1 5 b 5 va. Then Proposition 5.5 ilnplies

(7.9) {,fä C 1/ 2
1 ( tr Ep(x, x, t) dxl elt ~ C {oo t- 1!2 e-et dt 5 C eb~;:'

Jb J[u,oo)xY Jb
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Now we turn to the kernel Ea . First, observe that

Ea(x,y,t)= L a(Aj)Aje-t>.i 'Pj(x) 0'Pj(Y) + E:C(x,y,t)
I>'j 1<~1 /2

where E':rc is the absolutely continuous part of E a , Aj runs over the eigenvalues of V and 'Pi
are the corresponding orthonormalized eigensections. By Proposition 4.7, the contribution
of the discrete part to the integral in question ean be estimated by

The kernel E~c is given by (5.10). If we use this formula, we obtain
(7.10)i trE:C((u,y),(u,y),t) dy

1 r 1~1 :z 1= 47t" ?= a(A)Ae- t >. {II E(4)j,A,(U,y)) 11
2

- 11 E(4)j,-A,(U,y)) 1l 2 } dydA.
J=l 0 Y

Now we use (4.24) to eOlupute the integral over Y. Note that 4>j - i,4>j belongs to the
+i-eigenspaee of , and, in view of (4.25), C(A)( if> j - i, if> i) belongs to the - i-eigenspace
of,. Henee 4>j - i,if>j is orthogonal to C(A)(4>j - i,if>j). Moreover, recall that C("') is
unitary for Areal. Therefore, we get

i 11 E(<,6,A,(U,A)) 11
2 dy = 411 <,611

2 + i 11 B(<,6,A,(U,y)) 11
2 dy.

By (4.20), it follows that

H we apply this to (7.10), we get

Putting our estimates together, it follows that there exist C, c > 0 such that

rfit-1/211. trE(x,x,t)dxldt ~ C(e- ca +e-cb
)

Jb {a,oo) xY

for 0 < b < Jä. Combined with (7.7) this proves our claim. Q.E.D.
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It remains to study the seeond integral in (7.1). First note that, for Il > 0, one has

(7.11)

Let Aj = Aj(a) run over the eigenvalues of D(a)t7. Let 0 < K < 1/4. Then we nlay split
the traee as follows

(7.12) Tr(D(a)t7 e- tD(a);) = L Aj e-o.j +
IAj I~a-"

Using (7.11), it follows that

(7.13)

(cf. (7.2) in [DW]). Using Theorem 4.1 of [DW] (which holds without any restrietion on
A), we see that Tr(exp -D(a)~) ean be estimated by CVol(Ma ) ::; Cl a where Cl > 0 is
independent of a. Henee (7.13) ean be estimated by C2 a exp _a l

/
2

-
2K whieh tends to zero

as a ~ 00.

It remains to study the contribution made by the eigenvalues Aj whieh satisfy IAjl <
a- K

• H I(er A = {o} it was proved in [DW], Theorem 6.1, that the non-zero speetrum of
D(a)n_ has a positive lower bound as a ~ 00. In this ease it follows from our estimates
that 7](O,D(a)II_) eonverges to 7](0, V) as a -+ 00. Combined with Proposition 2.16 we
obtain

(7.14) 17(0, D(a)rr_) = 7](0, V).
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8. The Small Eigenvalues

Suppose that Ker A ~ O. The seattering matrix C('\) acts in this vector space and, for
A = 0, we get a unitary involution T = G(O) of Ker A which antieommutes with "y (cf.
Proposition 4.26). In this section we shall use T to define the boundary eonditions. Thus

(8.1) L± = Ker(G(O) =F Id).

We shall employ the following notation. Let P± denote the orthogonal projection of Ker A
onto L±. Let tPj, JEN be an orthonormal,basis for Ran(Ii+) eonsisting of eigensections
of A with eigenvalues J-lj > O.

Dur main purpose is to investigate the small eigenvalues of D(a)T' More precisely, we
pick 0 < K, < 1 and study the eigenvalues ,\ of D(a) T whieh satisfy 1Al< a - f(. We shall
employ the self-adjoint operator Hb defined by the quadratic form (4.15). Recall that Hb
has pure point spectrum in [0, J-li). The deseription of the spectrum of Hb in [0, J-li) is
analogous to Theorem 5 in [Co]. Here we shall discuss only the kernel of H b • For this
purpose we need some preparation. If we put A= 0 in (5.15), it follows that

(8.2) G'(O) G(O) = G(O) G'(O)

and, therefore, Ker A admits a decomposition inta common eigenspaces of G(O), G'(O).
Given b E R, put

(8.3) Vb = {</> E Ker A I G(O)</> = -4>, G'(O)</> = 2ib</>}.

Lemma 8.4. H Vb ~ {O}, tben b < O.

Proof. Suppose that Vb ~ {O} and b ~ O. Let 4> E Vb, 4> ~ O. Consider the generalized
eigensection E(,rP,,\) of V attached to ,rP E L+. Let Eb(,cP,'\) be the truncated sectian
(4.28). Employing (4.29), we get

11 Eb(,rP,O) 11 2= 4b 114> 11 2
- i(G(O) G'(O)(,rP + irP)"cP + ifjJ) = 4(b - b) 11 rP 11 2= O.

But Eb(,fjJ, 0) "I O. Q.E.D.

Lemma 8.5. Let cp E COO(Z, S) be a solution of D 2 cp = 0 and suppose tbat, on R+ X Y,
'P takes tbe form cp = </> + 'PI where 'PI E L2 and fjJ E Ker A. Tben </> satisfies C(O)4> = 4>.

Proof. Since <.pI is square integrable and satisfies D2'PI = 0, we have

(8.6) <PI = 2:= Cj e- Pj
U <Pj.

Pi >0
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This implies D<p = 0 on R+ x Y. H we apply Green's formula to M a , it follows that
D<p = 0 on Z. Thus tP E Ker A is the limiting value of<p in the sense of [APS1]. We may
write tP as 4> = 4>+ + cP- where C(O)cP± = ±qS±. Now consider the generalized eigensection
E(;tP-, J\) of V attached to ;tP- E L+. Put 1/1 = !E(;tP-, 0). Then 1/1 is a. smooth section
of Sand satisfies D1/1 = O. Using (4.24), it follows that, on R+ X Y, 1/1 = itP- + 8,8 E L2.
Moreover, 8 is smooth and satisfies 11 8(u, y) 11:5 Ce-eu. Using Green's fonnula and (8.6),
we get

Hence cP- = O. Q.E.D.

Proposition 8.7. For b 2: 0, we bave Ker Hb = KerV'J.

Proof. H<p E L2(Z, S) satisfies D2ep = 0, then, on R+ x Y, Cf' has an expansion of the form
(8.6). This expansion shows that ep belongs to the domain of H b and satisfies Hb<;J = O. To
establish equality, consider Cf' E Ker H b• From the description of the domain of H b given in
§4, it follows that <p is smooth in the complement of {b} x Y and there it satisfies D2 <p = O.
Heuce, on R+ x Y, r.p cau be written as follows

<p = Cf'o + l: e- lJj
u cPj

J'j >0

where

( ) _ { 2i(u - b)cP,
'Po u, Y - 0 ,

u < b·_ 1

U > bj

for some qS E Ker A. Let Xb be the characteristic function of [b, 00) x Y and set

rp=<p + Xb 2i(u-b)4>.

Then ep E CCO(Z, S), D2 ep = 0 and, on R+ X Y, we have

(8.8) r:p = 2i(u - b) qS + Cf't

where 'Pt E L2
• We may write 4> as 4> = <P+ + rP- where C(O)4>± = ±<p±. Let F(q,±,J\) be

the corresponding eigensection and put

Then tP E COO(Z, S), D2'lj; = 0 and, on R+ x Y, we have

(8.9) tP = 2iurP+ + C/(O)q,_ - 2ibrP- + tPl'
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, 1/;1 E L 2
• Now consider D1/;. By (8.0), we have D1/; = 2i,4>+ +D1/;l' D1/;l E L2 , on R+ X Y

and Leluma 8.5 iInplies ,4>+ = O. Since G'(O)4>- - 2ib4>- belongs to the -l-eigenspace
of G(O), Lemma 8.5 iluplies also that. G'(O)4>- = 2ib4>_. Thus 4> = 4>- is contained in Vb.
By Lemma 8.4, 4> = 0 allel, therefore, 'P = ep is square integrable and satisfies D2'P = O.
Q.E.D.

Now we can start the investigation of the small eigenvalues. First, consider the eigen
value ..\ = O. Let'P E I(er D(a)T' On [0, a] X Y, 'P satifies ,(ß/ßu + A)'P = 0 and, therefore,
it can be written in the form

'P = <P + L Cj e-I'j U 4>j

pj >0

where 4> E L+. We luay use this expansion to extend 'P to a smooth section ep on Z
I satisfying Dep = O. Let E( 4>,..\) be the generalized eigensection attached to 4>. In view of

(4.24), ep-tE(4>,0) is square integrable and D(ep-tE( 4>,0)) = 0, i.e., f;- tE( </J, 0) E KerV.
This proves

Proposition 8.10. There is a natural isomolphislll

I(er D(a)r ~ I(erV EB I(er(G(O) - Id).

Now suppose that ..\, 1,\I < jl,], is an eigenvalue of D(a)T with eigensection 'P. On
[0, a] X Y, 'P has an expansion of the following form
(8.11)

'P =e- iAu
,pl + eiAU

tf;2

where 7/;1 E I(er(, - i), 'l/J2 E I(er(, + i) and

(8.12)

Set

(8.13)

P 1/' -2iAap ,,/,
- 'f'2 = - e - 'f' 1 .

We call 4>0 the constant term of 'P.
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Proposition 8.14. Tbere exist 8 > 0, ao > 0, such tbat, for a ~ ao, any eigensection
'P :f:. 0 of D(a) r wi th eigenvalue ..\ satisfying 0 < 1..\ I < 8 has non-vanishing constant term
'Po·

Proof. Let 'P be an eigensection of D(a)r with eigenvalue A, 0 < lAI< J.ll/2. Suppose
that the constant term 'Po of 'P vanishes, i.e., ,p) = ,p2 = 0 in (8.11). We assume that
11 'P 11= 1. There is a constant C > 0, independent of a, such that

L laj(..\)1 2
eJjja :5 C

j

where aj(..\) are the coefficients occurring in (8.11). We extend 'P to a section ~ of S over
Z~ I

_() { 'P(x) , x E Ma ;
'P X = L:j aje-Jjj(u-a)4Jj, x=(u,Y)E[a,oo)xY.

Then<p is continuous on Z and smooth on Z - ({a} X Y). Moreover, it is easy to see that
<p belongs to Hl (Z, S) for every b ~ 0 and satisfies 1I1 ep 11 -11 :5 Ce-ca. By Proposition
8.7, auy 'ljJ E Ker Hb is smooth, satisfies D'ljJ = 0 and, on R+ x Y, it takes the form (8.6).
In particular, tf; satisfies rr~ ('ljJ (u, .)) = 0 for u ~ O. Using Green's formula, we get

Furthermore, by definition of ep, we get

for same constants C, c > O. Hence, ep satisfies

(8.15)

Now we shall apply the mini-max prindple. Recall that by the second representation
theorem for quadratic forms (Theorem 2.23 of [I(,VI,§2.6]), the domain of H~/2 equals
Hl (Z, S). Let

tV = ffi)n
lPEH:CZ.S)

v..1.KerH.

11 H:/
2,p 11

2

1I 1/1 11
2

It follows from Lemma 4.16 that 0 < ti:1 ~ !Li. Using again Theorem 2.23 of [K,VI,§2.6],
we get

(8.16)
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Let 1rb denote the orthogonal projection of 'Hb onto Ker Hb. Put rp = rp - 1rbrp. Employing
(8.15) and (8.16), we get

111 tj; 11
2 -11 ~ Ce-ca and 111 H:/

2 ep 11
2 _.\21 ~ Ce-ca.

This impies tv ~II H:/ 2 rp 11 2
/ 11 rp 11 2~ (1 +Ce-ca )A2 and, therefore, we can find ao 2:: 0

such that .\2 2:: tv/2 for a 2: ao. Put 8 = (tv /2)1/2. Q.E.D.

The Proposition shows that, for a ~ ao, the eigensections of D(a)r with sufficiently
smaIl nonzero eigenvalues are determined by their constant terms. We shall now investigate
the constant terms more closely. Pick 8 > 0 and ao ~ 0 as in Proposition 8.14. Suppose
that .\ with 0 < 1.\1 < 8 is an eigenvalue of D(a)r, a ~ ao, and 'P an eigensection for A
normalized by 11 'P 11= 1. Then the constant term (8.13) of 'P does not vanish. We may
write"pl as "pI = ifJl - i,ifJl for a uniquely determined 4>1 E L+" Put

G = 'P - E( ifJl , .\).

Then G is smooth and satisfies DG = >"G. On [0, a] x Y, it has an expansion of the
following form

The coefficients Cj(A) and dj (>") are determined by the expansions (8.11) and (4.20). Using
(8.11), (4.20) and (4.29), it follows that these coefficients sat.isfy

L laj(A)12 elJja ~ C and Ibj (>..)! ~ C
j

for sorne constants C > 0 independent of a and j. By Green 's formula, we obtain

o= (DG, G)M. - (G, DG)M. = [(-YG(a, y), G(a, y») dy

= -i 11 C(.\)"pI -"p2 11
2 +O(e-ca ).

Hence, we have

(8.17)

Let I : L_ ~ !(er(, - i) be defined by I( ifJ) = ifJ - i,ifJ. Put
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Observe that there exists a unique 4J E L_ such that ,pI = 4J - i,cP. Then, together with
(8.12), inequality (8.17) can be rewritten as

(8.18)

Lemma 8.19. The operator S(A) : L_ -+ L_ is unitary for A E (-JJ], JJl)'

This is an easy consequence of the unitarity of G(A) for AE (-P.l' P.l)'
Since S(A) is unitary, the eigenvalues of the linear operator e2i..\aS(A) + Id are of the

form eie+1, 8 E R. Let 0 ~ (be the smallest eigenvalue of (e 2i ..\a S(A)+Id)(e2i ..\a S(A)+Id)*.
Then

. 11 (e2i..\°S(A) + Id)1jJ 11 2

( = tP~L~ 11 t/J 11 2 •

Combined with (8.18), it follows that ( ~ e-ca . Hence, e2i .\a S(A) + Id has an eigenvalue
eie satisfying

11 +cos81 ~ e-ca
.

Therefore, there exists k E Z such that

Let m(A) be the multiplicity of the eigenvalue A. By Proposition 8.14, we get m(A) linearly
independent vectors <PI, ... , tPm(.\) E L_ which satisfy (8.18). Summarizing, we get

Proposition 8.20. Let 0, ao be chosen according to Proposition 8.14. Let a 2: ao and
suppose tbat A, 0 < lAI< 0, js an ejgenvalue oE D(a)r oE multiplicity m. Tben tbere exist
m ejgenvalues eiDt , ... , e i8m oE e2i.\o S(A) such that

I i8· 11 < -ca .' 1e J + _ e , J = , ... , m.

Next we shall study the zeros of det(e2i.\°S(A) + Id) near A = O. By (8.2), G'(O)
preserves the eigenspace decomposition (8.1). Let G~(O) denote the restrietion of G'(O) to
L_. Then S'(O) = G~(O) and we have

(8.21) S(A) = -Id + S'(O)A + O(A2
).

In view of Lemma 8.19, we can apply Rellich's Theorem [Ba, p. 142] to study S(A). By
choosing 0 > 0 sufficiently small, the punctured disc 0 < lz1 < 8 consists of simple points
of S( z) only. Then there exist r = dirn L_ rnutually distinct eigenvalues of S(z):
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The eigenprojectors Pj(z) associated to Vj(z) are also holomorphic at Z = 0 and S(z) takes
the form

r

S(z) = l: Vj(z) Pj(z), 0 < lzi < h.
j=l

Let 1jJj(z) be the eigenvectors corresponding to .-\j(z). We mayassume that ,pj(z) is
holomorphic at z = O. Differentiating the equation S(z)tjJj(z) = Vj(z)tjJj(z), we obtain

S'(O)tjJj(O) + S(O)1jJj(O) = vj(O)1jJj(O) + Vj(O)t/Jj(O).

Since S(O) = -Id and Vj(O) = -1, we get

(8.22)

Recall that S(A) is unitary for .-\ E (-JJb PI)' Therefore, it follows that there exist real
analytic real valued functions ßj(A) of .-\ E (-h, 8) such that

Vj (.-\) = _e ifJj (.\) , .-\ E (-h, 8) and ßj(O) = 0..

Moreover, each ßj(.-\) has an expansion of the form

(8.23) ßj ( ..\) = a j 1'\ + a j2 .-\
2 + .. " 1,\I < h.

..By (8.22), it follows that the eigenvalues of S'(O) are equal to

V;.(O) = iaj}, j = 1, ... , r.

Fix 81 , 0 < 81 < 8, and let

(8.24)

Then the function f(.-\) = 2a.-\ + ßj('\) is strictly increasing for lAI< hll a 2:: mj. Choose
ao ;::: max(mj, 8:/ K

). For a ;::: ao and k E Z, there exists at most one solution p~j) of

(8.25)

Let kj,max = kj,max(a) be the maximal k for which (8.25) has a solution. Then

(8.26)

Furthermore, if pV) is a solution of (8.25) for some k E Z, then

(8.27)
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Together with (8.26), we get

(8.28)

Lemma 8.29. Let a 2: ao and lkl < kj,mo:r(a). Then the solutjons p~) and p~l of (8.25)
exist and satjsfy

for same C > 0 independent of a.

This can be easily derived from (8.23) and (8.27).

Given a 2: 0, we introduce

(8.30) !1(a) = {p E R - {O} I det(e2iopS(p) + Id) = 0 and Ipl:5 a- K
}.

For p E !1(a ), let m(p) denote the order of the zero p.

Theorem 8.31. Let 0 < K, < 1. There exists ao 2: 0 such that, for a ~ ao, we have

(i) The zeros P E !1(a) are of the form p = p~j) for some j, 1 :5 j :5 r, and Ikl :5 kj,mo:r(a).

(ii) Tbere exist n E N and C > 0 such that, for any two zeros pt, P2 E !1(a) satjsfying
Pl 1= ±P2, we have IPl ± p21 ~ C/an

•

(iii) There exists a subset !1'(a) C !1(a) oE cardinality :5 2r with tbe following property:
For any p E !1(a) - !1'(a), P > 0 (resp. P < 0), there exists a uruque p' E !1(a), p' < 0
(resp. p' > 0), such tbat

[p + p'l ~ al~2~
and m(p) = m(p'). Here C > 0 is independent oE a.

Proof. Let p E !1(a). Then there exist j, 1 :5 j :S r, and k E Z, Ikl :5 kj,mo:r(a), such that

p = p~j). Hence, p~j), regarded as solution of (8.25), has multiplicity 1 and satisfies (8.27).
This proves (i). "

To prove (ii), consider two zeros p, P' E !1(a) and suppose that p = p~j), p' = p~j'). H
k =f. ±k', it follows from (8.28) that

Ip ± p' I 2: Ik ± k' I 2: ~ for a 2: ao.
a a

Assume that k = k' , ßj' ~ ßj. If k = k' = 0, it follows from (8.23) that p = p' = O. Hence,
we mayassume that k = k' 1= O. Then we have 2ap + ßj(p) = 2ap' + ßjl(p'). Suppose
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that the corresponding Taylor coefficients in (8.23) satisfy aj,1 = af,1 for 1 ~ m - 1 and
ai',m :f ai,m' Then we get

00 00

2a(p - p') + L ai,'(p' - p'I) = L(aj',' - ai,l) p'I.
1=1 l=m

Put c = aj' ,I - ai,l. By assumption, c:f O. Moreover, Ipl, Ip'l < a- K
• This implies

Ip - p' I(2a +0(1» = Ip'lm Ic +O(a-"')I·

Since k' :f 0, it follows from (8.28) that Ip'l ~ a-1 for a ~ ao. Hence, we obtain

Ip - p'l > :. a-(m+l) a > a .
- 4 ' - 1

Furthermore, by (8.28), we have Ip +p'i 2: a-1. The case k = -k' , ßjl ~ ßi' can be treated

in much the same way. It remains to consider the case k' = -k and ßj' = ßi, Le., p = p~j)

and pi = p~L k :f O. Then Ip - p'I ~ a- 1
• If p :f _p', there exists n E N such that

aj,2n :f O. Otherwise the functi~n ßj(A) is odd which implies p~) = -p~l. Let m E N
such that mK. > 2n. By assumption, we have

2a(p + pi) + ßj(p) + ßj(p') = o.

We rewrite this as follows

m

2a(p + pi) + L aj,21+1 (p21+1 + pI21+1)
1=1

00

= - L aj,2p(p2P + p'2p)
p=1

This implies

00

~ a. (p21+1 + p,21+1)L...J ),21+1 .
l=m+l

Ip + p'I(2a + 0(a-2"») 2: laj,2nl(p2ß + p12ß) + O(a-4ß ).

Since k :f 0, we have Ipl, Ip/l ~ a-1 by (8.28). Hence

Ip + p'I ~ laj,2nl 2:+1 + 0(a-
4ß

) ~ 2~+1'a a

This proves (ii). Finally, the first part of (iii) follows from (i) and Lemma 8.29. The
multiplici ty m(p) of any p E n(a) equals the number of j I s, 1 ~ j ~ r, such that p is a
solution of (8.25). This shows immediately that m(p) = m(p'). Q.E.D.

We are now ready to prove our main result concerning the small eigenvalues.

Theorem 8.32. Let 0 < K. < 1 and a > O. Let Al(a) ~ A2(a) ~ ... ~ Ap.(a) be
the nonzero eigenvalues, counted to multiplicity, oE D(a)r wbicb satisEy IAj(a)1 ~ a- K
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and let p](a) ~ P2(a) ~ ... ~ pm a (a) run over tbe zeros'; 0, counted to multiplicity, of
det(e2i >.a S(.-\) +Id) satisfying IPj(a)1 ~ a-I(. There exists a] 2: 0 and c > 0, independent of
a, such that, for a 2: al, Pa = m a and

Proof. Let a ~ ao and let .-\, 0 < 1.-\1 < a-I(, be an eigenvalue of D(a)r of multiplicity
m('x). It follows from Proposition 8.20 that there exist k E Z, 1 ~ j ~ r, such that

(8.33)

Let pj be the unique solution of (8.25). Then (8.33) implies

(8.34)

If m('x) > 1, there exist pairwise distinct branches ßit' ... , ßjm(),) such that (8.33) holds with
the same k. Let Uo > 0 be chosen according to Theorem 8.31. Toget.her with Theoreln
8.31 we obtain

Lemma 8.35. Let a 2: ao and let .-\, 0 < 1.,\1 < a- K
, be an eigenvalue of D(a)r of

multiplieity m(.-\). Then there exists a unique p E n(a) suc11 that

1.,\ - pi ~ e-CB and m(p) ~ m("\)

where m(p) denotes the multiplicity of tbe zero p.

By Lemma 8.35, it remains to show that

L m(p) =
pEll(a)

where ,X runs over the eigenvalues of D(a)r.

Let a ~ Uo and p E n(a). Let </> E L_, 11 cP 11= 1, such that

(8.36) e2iap S(.,\)tjJ = -</>.

Consider the generalized eigensection E( 4;,.-\) attached to q,. Using (4.20), (8.36) and the
definition of S("\), it follows that the constant term EoCif>, p) of EC</>, p) satisfies

(8.37)
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Let p' E n(a), p f; p'. Choose </>' E L_, 11 </>' 11= 1, such that e2io.
p' S(p')</>' = -q/. By

Green's formula, we get

(8.38)

{ (E (cI>, p, x), E (cI>' , p' , x)) dx
JMG

= _1_, { {(DE (cI>, p, x), E (4>' , p' , x)) - (E (c/J, p, x), DE (c/J' , p' , x») } dx
p - P JMs

= 1, {(-yE(</>,p,(a,.»),E(if>',p',(a,.»)}dy.
p- p Jy

To compute the right hand side, we need the complete expansion of E(c/J,..\) on R+ x Y.
Note that the section B( c/J, ..\) occurring in (4.24) is square integrable and satisfies DB( c/J, ..\) =
..\B( </>, ..\). Therefore, it can be expanded in terms of the eigensections (4.3). Let ..\ E E).
Together with (4.24), we get

E(4),..\) = e-i>'u (c/J - i,c/J) + ei>'u'C(>")(c/J - i/</»

(8.39) +L aj(A) { e-vipJ-oX' u,pt + /Lj
2 - A 2 e-vipJ-oX' U,pj }.

jtj >0 J1lj - >..

Using (4.29), it is easy to see that the coefficients aj(>") satisfy L:j laj(..\)1 2 ~ C for >.. E

I (_ J.Ll /2, Jll /2) al1d some C > O. We apply this formula to compute the right hand side of
(8.38). Because of (8.37), the COllstallt tenn nlakes no contribution and, by Theorem 8.31,
(ii), we get

(8.40)

Using the descriptioll of Ker D(a)r given by Proposition 8.10, one can show in the same
way that

(8.41 )

Now let c/J' E L_, I1 c/J' 11= 1, be a second solution of (8.36). Let h > 0 and apply the
method above to compute (E( c/J, p), E( </>', p+ ih») MG' If we pass to the limit h --t 0, we get

(8.42)
(E( c/J, p), E( 4>', p») M s = 4a (c/J, q/) - i(C( -p) C'(p)( </> - i,c/J), </>' - i,c/J'}

+ O(e-1J1 0./2), a ~ O.

The constant in the reluainder tenn is independent of a, p. If </> = c/J', we get a formula for
, 11 E( c/J, p) II~G .

Lemma 8.43. Let p E O( a) be givcll anel suppose tllat </>0, </>1 E L_ are two solutions oE
(8.36). H (</>0, cl>1) = 0, tllen

(C( -p) C'(p)(c/Jo - i,c/Jo), <PI - i,c/Jd = O.
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Proof. First, observe that C(p)( 4>j - i,4>i) belongs to the (-i)-eigenspace of,. Therefore,
(8.36) can be rewritten as

(8.44)

and, we have to show that

(8.45)

Let <Pu E L_, lu\ < c, be a smooth one-parameter family of eigenvectors of S(p + u) with
eigenvalues Jl(u) such that Jl(O) = _e-2ipd . As above, this is equivalent to

Differentiating this equality, we get

Hence
(C'(p)(<Po -i,tPo),f/h +i,tPt) = _e-2ipd(~o +i'~O'<Pl +i,<pt)

- (~o - i,~o, C( -p)(4)t + i,<pt)).

Using the functional equation (4.21) and (8.44), we get

Finally, since ~o, tPt E L_, we have

Combining our results, we obtain (8.45). Q.E.D.

Now return to (8.42). Suppose that (l/J,4/) = O. Then, using Lemma 8.43, we get

(8.46)

Let I E COO(R) satisfying 0 ::; J ::; 1, J(u) = 1 for u ::; 1/2 and I(u) = 0 for u ;::: 1.
Put la(u) = I(u/a). We regard Ja as a function on M a in the obvious way. Furthermore,

- let Xa denote the characteristic function of [0, a) X Y C M a. Let Pt ::; P2 :::; ... :::; Pm
ll

be the zeros in O(a) where each zero is repeated according to its multiplicity. For each j,
1 :::; j :::; ffio , we pick <Pi E L_ satisfying the following properties

(1) e
2ipj °S(Pi )4>i = -<Pi'

(2) Whenever Pi = Pj+t = ... = Pi+k, then l/Jj, tPi+l' ... , <Pj+k fonn an orthonormal system
of vectors in L _.

Put
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and
;jJ .

.pj = 11 ,,;: 11' j = 1, ... , m •.

From the definition follows that each .,pj is a smooth section of S over Mo and satisfies
II~(.,pjlaMo) = O. Thus.,pj belongs to the domain of D(a)r. Furthermore, employing
(8.40) - (8.42) and (8.46), it follows that there exist a2, C, C > 0 such that, for a ~ a2,

(8.47)

and

(8.48)

Let 11"0 denote th~ orthogonal projection of L2 (Mo , S) onto Ker D(a)r' Put

Since dim(Ker D(a)r) is independent of a, it follows from (8.47) and (8.48) that

(8.49)

By (8.26), we have ffio :5 r a l
-

K for a ,,0. Together with (8.49), it follows that

(8.50) J;l' ... ,J;mo. are linearly independent for a» O.

(8.51)

(8.52)

Now let 0 < Xl :5 X2 :::; ••• :5 XPo. denote the nonzero eigenvalues, cowlted with multiplicity,
of D(a); which are less than a -2". Let ffi = ffi o and let kl , ... , km be a permutation of
{1, ... , m} such that 0 < pt :::; pi

2
:5 ... :5 pi.... By the mini-max principIe, we have

X. _. 11 D(a)rCP 11
2

1 - mJn ~aw 11 cP 11 2

where W runs over all j-dimensional subspaces of dom(D(a)r) which are orthogonal to
Ker D(a)r (cf. [R.S, p.82]). Let Wj be the subspace of dom(D(a)r) spanned by J;k 1 , ••• , tbkj"
By (8.50), we have dim Wj = j for a >- O. Moreover, by construction, Wj ia orthogonal
to Ker D(a)r. Hence, using (8.47), (8.48) and the definition of J;j, we get

X. < max 11 D(a)rf.P 11
2

< p2 (1 + C e-CtO )

1-4'EWj 114'1[2 - kj l.~

for some constants Cb Cl > O. In particular, this shows that m o :5 PO' Using Lemma 8.35,
we get m o = PO' Combined with Lemma 8.35 this completes the proof. Q.E.D.

Let 0 < K < 1. We can now investigate the behaviour of

Joo r 1/ 2 L Aj e-t>.J dt

v'ä l>'jl:5o-~
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as t ~ 00. By Theorem 8.32, we mayas weH sum over p E n(a). Let n'(a) be defined as
in Theorem 8.31, (iii). Let pE n(a) - n'(a), p > O. By Theorem 8.31, (iii), there exists a
unique p' E n(a), p' < 0, such that Ip+ p'l:::; Ca-(1+2K). Suppose that p> -p'. Then

Thus, (8.52) can be estimated by

Cl #n(a) r a-3
/ 4 -

2K
•

By Theorem 8.31, (i), and (8.26), we have #o.(a) :::; ral-Kj and (8.49) can be estimated
by C2 a l /4 - 3K . Pick K, such that 1/12 < K, < 1/4. Then (8.49) tends to zero as a ~ 00.

Together with (7.5), Proposition 7.6 and the final estilnate for (7.13), we have proved that

lim 7](0, D(a)r ) = 7](0, V).
a-oo

Combined with Proposition 2.16, we get onr main result, Theorem 0.1.

We conc1ude this section by discussing an example - the Dirac operator in dimension
one. Consider the following differential operator

(
0 8/

0

8U)
D(a) =

-8/8u

acting in COO([O, a]; C 2 ), a > 0. Then I = (_°
1

~) and C 2 is equipped with the standard

sYlnplectic structure <I>(z,1O) = Z210I - ZlW2 where z = (ZI,Z2), 10 = (WI,W2)' Let'a E R
and consider the cOlnplex line La C C 2 spanned by (1, _eia). Then La, a E R, ~e
Lagrangian subspaces of C 2 • Let Pa be the orthogonal projection of C 2 onto La. Denote
by D(a) a the operator D(a) with dOlnain

Then D(a)a is syulnletric with self-adjoint closure. A direct computation shows that the
eigenvalues of D(a)a are given by

Put b = 2';. and suppose that 0 < b < 1. Then the eta function of D(a)a equals

a lt{ 00 1 00 1 }
7)(8, D(a),,) = C.) {; Ik - bl' - {; Ik +bl' .
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It follows from [APS2,p.411] that

(8.53)
Q

1](0, D(a)o) = 2b - 1 = 27r - 1, °< Q < 27r, and 1](0, D(a)o) = 0.

In particular, the eta invariant is independent of a as claimed by Proposition 2.16. Now
consider D = D(oo) acting in L2([0,00)j C2) with domain

domD = {cp E Coo([O, oo)j C 2
) I Po(cp(O)) =° and cp(u) =°for u:> O}.

If cp = (/,9), 1,9 E Goo([O, 00)) then the boundary conditions mean that 1(0) = 9(0). Let
'D be the closure of D in L 2

• Then V is self-adjoint. It is easy to see that the kernel of
exp -tV2 is given by

This implies that tr(Duk(u, u', t)!u=u l ) = O. Hence 1](0, V) = O. From (8.53) we get

1](0, D(a)o) = 1](0, V) and 1](0, D(a)1I") = 1](0, V).

Next we determine the scattering matrix associated to V. Let. 4>1 = (1,0) and ifJ2 = (0,1).
Then it is easy to see that the corresponding generalized eigenfunctions of V 2 are the
following one

This implies that the on-shell scattering matrix G(A) : C 2 ~ C 2 is given by

C(-\) = (~ ~).

In particular, the ±l---eigenspaces of G(O) are equal to Lo and Ltr , respectively. Thus, the
possible boundary conditions for which 7](O,D(a)o) equals 7](0, V) are determined by the
eigenspaces of G(O).
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